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The signicance of type theory to the theory of programming languages has long been recog
nized Advances in programming languages have often derived from understanding that stems
from type theory However these applications of type theory to practical programming lan
guages have been indirect	 the di
erences between practical languages and type theory have
prevented direct connections between the two
This dissertation presents systematic techniques directly relating practical programming
languages to type theory These techniques allow programming languages to be interpreted in
the rich mathematical domain of type theory Such interpretations lead to semantics that are
at once denotational and operational combining the advantages of each and they also lay the
foundation for formal verication of computer programs in type theory
Previous type theories either have not provided adequate expressiveness to interpret prac
tical languages or have provided such expressiveness at the expense of essential features of the
type theory In particular no previous type theory has supported a notion of partial functions
needed to interpret recursion in practical languages and a notion of total functions and ob
jects needed to reason about data values and an intrinsic notion of equality needed for most
interesting results This dissertation presents the rst type theory incorporating all three and
discusses issues arising in the design of that type theory
This type theory is used as the target of a typetheoretic semantics for a expressive pro
gramming calculus This calculus may serve as an internal language for a variety of functional
programming languages The semantics is stated as a syntaxdirected embedding of the pro
gramming calculus into type theory
A critical point arising in both the type theory and the typetheoretic semantics is the issue
of admissibility Admissibility governs what types it is legal to form recursive functions over To
build a useful type theory for partial functions it is necessary to have a wide class of admissible
types In particular it is necessary for all the types arising in the typetheoretic semantics to
be admissible In this dissertation I present a class of admissible types that is considerably
wider than any previously known class
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Chapter 
Introduction
The distance between theory and practice is shorter in theory than in practice
Unknown
The development of practical programming languages has lagged far behind the stateofthe
art of theoretical programming language study Examples abound of programming language
techniques and methods that have been well known and understood for years but still have yet
to appear in any practical programming system This can be frustrating to the programming
language theoretician who also writes code and that frustration is not diminished by the
knowledge that the gap between theory and practice is common to many if not most elds of
study
The main reason that the gap between theory and practice is often so wide is the issue
of elegance Programming languages can admit extremely elegant theoretical study This
elegance is partly responsible for the rapid progress of results in theoretical programming lan
guages and it is partly responsible for the attractiveness of programming languages as a eld
of study However such elegance is usually achieved by abstracting away from the details of
real languagesdetails that are essential for real languages to be usable
In my thesis research I set out to design and implement a practical programming language
to incorporate unutilized developments in programming language theory The result was a
dialect of ML that came to be called KML Not surprisingly I was soon grappling with the
elegance gap between theory and practice To manage the complexity of a real system I allowed
type theory to drive the design That is I adopted the strategy of choosing at every design
point an option that was easily represented and justied in an underlying foundation of type
theory
This strategy proved remarkably e
ective and resulted in a language design that was versa
tile and powerful but also relatively simple However allowing type theory to drive the design
of KML paid another dividend which had wider applications than to the KML language alone
The typetheoretic design of KML led me to explore not only how type theory can motivate
language design informally but also to explore how and why to draw formal connections
between practical programming languages and foundational type theory
This dissertation focuses on the latter aspect of my thesis research formal connections
between practical programming languages and foundational type theory In this thesis we will
see various specic applications of such connections but from a broader standpoint the aim
of the work I discuss here is to draw theory and practice closer together The constructs that
make up type theory are powerful and uniform making it possible to reason about issues facing
real languages without sacricing elegance

   The KML Programming Language
A complete discussion of the KML programming language is beyond the scope of this disserta
tion I give here a brief and informal introduction to KML and its contributions
    Features
The main objective of KML was rst to incorporate into a practical dialect of the ML pro
gramming language a number of useful language features not present in preceding dialects of
ML while building the entire language on a solid theoretical foundation KML is structured to
greatly resemble Standard ML	 for the most part Standard ML is a strict subset of KML The
di
erences between KML and Standard ML lie in the way KML is specied and in the addi
tional language features supported by KML objectoriented programming subtyping a more
expressive module system and rstclass polymorphism These features are chosen because they
can assist in a real and practical way with the task of programming
A KML compiler is implemented that consists of a KMLspecic front end which compiles
KML to an intermediate language based on the polymorphic lambda calculus and a back end
that compiles that intermediate language to Typed Assembly Language  
At the time of this writing the design of KML is substantially complete but is still changing
in a number of areas Therefore the reader should take the following descriptions of KMLs
features as tentative
Objects Objectoriented programming is supported in KML through a primitive object cal
culus  that is substantially similar to that of Abadi and Cardelli   Objects are seen as
collections of method functions each of which takes the entire object as an argument and com
putes a result  A methods results may be a new object of the same type	 such results are
usually produced by updating one of the elds of the object with a new method implementation
In the present design primitive objects are the extent of the support for objectoriented
programming From primitive objects it is possible to code more complicated artices like
classes and inheritance I plan builtin syntactic support for classes and inheritance in a future
version of the design
Subtyping The KML type system completely integrates support for subtyping Subtyping
arises by dropping methods from objects and elds from records and also from stated deni
tions Denitional subtyping happens in bounded quantication where code is written to be
polymorphic over all types that are subtypes of a given type and in abstract subtyping where
a type in a module is specied to be a subtype of some other type KML allows unrestricted
subsumption that is a member of a subtype may always be used in place of a member of the
supertype without any mediating syntax such as a coercion
Expressive Modules The KML module system builds on the module system of Standard
ML with two main enhancements The rst is higherorder functors While Standard ML
functors may take and return only structures the KML module system allows functors to take
other functors as arguments and return functors as results Thus the KML module system is
fully featured typed lambda calculus
The second enhancement is to allow type denitions in signatures Allowing type denitions
in signatures combined with a type system that leaks no type information in the absence of
such denitions allows socalled translucent modules modules that leak exactly the desired

amount of type information Translucent modules allow the greatest amount of abstraction
possible in a system while still permitting enough leakage to link modules together
FirstClass Polymorphism Most dialects of ML including Standard ML restrict polymor
phic terms so that they cannot be placed into data structures passed to functions or returned
by functions Formally this restriction stems from a prenex restriction on quantied types
quantiers must appear all the way out which means that quantied types cannot make up a
component of any larger type Thus polymorphic values are not rst class	 they must always
be instantiated before they may be used In contrast polymorphic values in KML are rst
class	 they may be arguments or results of functions and may be stored in data structures
KML also permits polymorphic recursion  where a polymorphic function calls itself
recursively with a di
erent type argument Polymorphic recursion is necessary to make good
use of rstclass polymorphism otherwise all type arguments are statically predetermined but
it is also useful in other contexts 
   Comparison
During the time I was developing KML Xavier Leroy and his colleagues released the Objective
CAML system  Objective CAML shares many of the same goals as KML in particular
the goals of providing support for objectoriented programming and a more expressive module
system However Objective CAML does not support rstclass polymorphism and possesses
no formal semantics or denition
The greatest similarity between KML and Objective CAML lies in the module systems
which provide almost identical expressiveness despite various technical di
erences A greater
contrast exists in the object system The object system of KML is derived from the object
calculus of Crary  which derives its lineage from the object systems of Abadi and Cardelli
  and their predecessors In contrast the object system of Objective CAML is based on the
object system of Remy and Vouillon  which derives its lineage from the record extension
calculi of Remy 
The greatest practical di
erence between the object systems of KML and Objective CAML
lies in support for subtyping Unlike KML Objective CAML provides no automatic subsump
tion	 objects must be coerced to supertypes by an explicit coercion However by abandoning
subtyping with subsumption Objective CAML is able to enjoy feasible type inference which
is prohibitively dicult for KML Moreover in many cases the practical benets of subtyping
are obtained in Objective CAML by quantication over row variables that extend object types
to unspecied supertypes details appear in Remy and Vouillon  and Leroy 
   The Role of Type Theory in the Design
In order to produce an elegant and coherent design for KML I allowed typetheoretic consid
erations to drive the design In order to convey the avor of this interaction I briey describe
two design points that were informed by type theory
In a module calculus one important issue to settle is the equational theory under what
circumstances are modules and components of modules considered equal to others The de
nition of Standard ML  employed a system of unique stamps to dictate when two modules
were considered equal This system becomes even more involved when extended to higherorder
modules  In KML I simplied the equational theory by eliminating equality of modules
in favor of equality of the types that make up those modules a similar choice was made for

Standard ML Revised  and then ruling that types are equal exactly when equivalence
may be proven from stated type denitions in a logic of types Leroy made a similar decision
in the design of the Objective CAML module system
Another key design point was what form support for objectoriented programming should
take Rather than begin with a source level system of objects or classes I focused on the type
theoretic interpretation of objects With an theory of objects in hand I worked backwards
to the KML object calculus The result was an object system with comparable power to that
of Abadi and Cardelli   but with a simpler theory and a more ecient implementation
Details appear in Crary 
  Principals
   Type Theory
One may view foundational type theory as being at its core a typed functional programming
language with a very rich type system That type system is capable of expressing complex
relationships between objects	 suciently complex that it may encode almost any sentence
in logic and mathematics In this way type theory may serve as a foundation for mathematics
and computation
To some degree this view reects the bias of a computer scientist Type theory has been
used as a foundation for mathematics since before the advent of modern computers	 for instance
Whitehead and Russells inuential  treatise Principia Mathematica  was a type theory
in some ways similar to the type theory of this dissertation Nevertheless type theory has been
particularly successful as a foundation for computer science This is largely because type theory
deals elegantly with structured data and computation the stu
 of computer science which
must be painstakingly constructed in most other foundational frameworks
The particular type theory I use in this dissertation is a variant of the Nuprl type theory
 Nuprl traces its lineage back to MartinLofs Intuitionistic Type Theory  which was
rst intended to clarify the syntax and semantics of intuitionistic mathematics The Nuprl
type theory adapted Intuitionistic Type Theory as a foundation for computer programming by
simplifying its structure and adding a number of new type constructors Although my results
are stated in the context of the Nuprl type theory my intention is that the methodology behind
those results be applicable to type theories in general
  LambdaK
In order to manage the complexities of a real programming language KML is dened in terms
of a smaller internal language called  
K
 LambdaK provides all the expressiveness of the full
KML language but is considerably simpler and more elegant because many of the complex
constructs of KML are broken up by the denition into simpler constructs in  
K

The main thrust of this dissertation then is an exploration of how to draw formal connec
tions between the internal language  
K
and the Nuprl type theory These formal connections
then apply back to the highlevel language KML by way of its denition However I wish to
view the KML particulars as only a case study in the general methodology I explore Similar
results can be drawn for other languages	 for example Harper and Stone  give an interpre
tation of Standard ML in terms of an internal language very much like  
K
 Thus with some
minor modications my results would apply to Standard ML as well Accordingly I do not

present the formal denition of KML in  
K
in this dissertation	 to do so would unduly focus
on the particulars and distract from the broader methodology
The Nuprl type theory is predicative so in order to draw formal connections to Nuprl from
 
K
 it is necessary for  
K
to be predicative as well However the  
K
used in dening KML
is not predicative Consequently in this dissertation I use a predicative variant of  
K
that
drops a number of features Recursive types stateful computation and objects all depend on
impredicativity in some way and are regrettably omitted Restoring these is an important
avenue for future research and I discuss some possible ways it might be done in Section 
  Overview
After this introductory chapter the technical material commences in Chapter  with an ex
position KMLs internal language  
K
 In keeping with the view of  
K
as a case study that
chapter is brief The primary original contribution of  
K
is a module calculus that combines
contributions from the translucent sums calculi of Harper and Lillibridge  and Leroy 
the phasedistinction calculus of Harper Mitchell and Moggi  and the applicative functors
calculus of Leroy 
Chapter  begins with an informal description of the Nuprl type theory and then continues
with an embedding of  
K
into Nuprl the rst of the three main technical contributions of this
dissertation That embedding provides a typetheoretic semantics of  
K
 and thereby draws a
sharp formal connection between KML and type theory I also discuss at length the applications
and some of the consequences of the semantics
In Chapter  I discuss in detail my variant of the Nuprl type theory the second main tech
nical contribution of this dissertation This type theory is the rst constructive type theory to
include an intrinsic notion of equality and also to allow reasoning about both partial and total
functions All three notions are necessary to give an adequate account of practical program
ming languages	 partiality is clearly necessary for Turingcomplete languages and equality and
totality are necessary to say anything interesting about such languages once interpreted I also
discuss practical issues that arise when using a type theory incorporating partiality Finally I
give a rigorous semantics to the type theory and show its consistency
Central to the type theory is a xpoint rule for typing recursive functions However the
xpoint rule is not valid for recursive functions on every type Types for which the xpoint
rule is valid are known as admissible In Chapter  I give general techniques for showing
types to be admissible the third main technical contribution of this dissertation Before this
work type theories incorporating partiality were handicapped by a dearth of types known
to be admissible A critical step in the method is a elegant least upper bound theorem for
computational approximation with applications beyond the admissibility results to which I
apply it
Concluding remarks appear in Chapter  Following my concluding remarks the dissertation
closes with three appendices Appendix A gives the complete typing rules for  
K
 Appendix
B gives the complete inference rules for Nuprl proofs In the interest of readability throughout
the dissertation dicult proofs are removed to Appendix C

Chapter 
LambdaK
The KML programming language provides a very expressive language for practical program
ming However experience with Standard ML has shown that although direct formal deni
tions of practical programming languages may be written   those denitions are too
unwieldy to be very useful except as a language specication for compiler implementers and
are particularly impractical for theoretical study
 
Simple languages are much more practical
for theoretical study and are useful in implementations as well The rst step of a compiler is
typically to elaborate the external language into a simpler intermediate language
In order to use a simpler and more manageable language than full KML in this thesis I
will be using a simple typed calculus called  
K
 A framework that proved to be workable
was to augment the higherorder polymorphic lambda calculus F
 
  with power  
and singleton  kinds dependent function and record kinds and strong sums This design is
discussed at length in this chapter
The syntax of  
K
is dened by the rules given in Figure  and consists of ve syntactic
classes The class of terms contains the basic constructs of the polymorphic lambda calculus
with records The class of type constructors which I will usually refer to as constructors
contains the types of wellformed terms and a lambda calculus with records built over them for
computing types Typical type constructors are actual types such as integers or rstorder
type operators such as lists The class of kinds then contains the types of type constructors
The two remaining classes modules and signatures contain the terms and types of  
K
s module
system The static semantics of  
K
also uses contexts which assign kinds types and signatures
to constructor variables ranged over by  term variables ranged over by x and module
variables ranged over by s Figure  contains several convenient abbreviations for use with
 
K

Throughout this thesis in any calculi with binding structure such as  
K
 I consider two
expressions to be identical if they di
er only by alphavariation When two expressions e
 
and
e

are alphaequal I write e
 
 e

 Also the simultaneous captureavoiding substitution of
expressions e
 
     e
n
for variables x
 
     x
n
in e will be denoted by ee
 
   e
n
x
 
   x
n

 
The Denition of Standard ML  runs to  pages and consists of 	 rules 
plus many additional implied
rules for propagating exception packets and considerable supporting machinery The revised Denition  is
simpler but still runs to  pages and 	 rules

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Figure  LambdaK Syntax
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Figure  LambdaK Shorthand
  The Core Calculus
The type system of  
K
includes functions and records at the term and constructor levels and
polymorphic functions at the term level using the standard notations Evaluation is intended
to be callbyvalue Records of terms record types and records of constructors that di
er
only in eld order are considered identical The type of functions from 
 
to 

is denoted by

 
 

	 functions that return without computational e
ects are considered pure functions and
may be given the pure function type 
 
 

for appropriate 
 
and 

 The type system also
includes the labelled disjoint union type denoted by h
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
i members of which are
formed by inj

e and eliminated by casee 
 
x
 
 e
 
     
n
x
n
 e
n
 As with records disjoint
union types or case expressions that di
er only in eld order are considered identical Recursive
functions are supported in the standard way by a x operator The remaining construct extm
deals with the module calculus and is discussed in Section 
A subtyping relation is dened over the types of  
K
 Intuitively 
 
is a subtype of 

denoted 
 
 

 when every term belonging to 
 
also belongs to 

 As usual functions are
contravariant on the left and covariant on the right	 records are covariant in the eld types and
subtypes are produced by adding elds Pure function types are subtypes of the corresponding
function types
Kinds The kind level is more novel Ignoring the i annotations Type contains wellformed
types The power kind denoted by P for any type   contains wellformed types that are
subtypes of the given type   The singleton kind denoted by S for any type   contains
wellformed types that are equivalent to the given type   The level annotations i which are
positive integers restrict the memberships of these kinds The level of a kind or type is dened
to be the highest level annotation appearing within it The kinds Type
i
 P
i
 and S
i
 contain
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Figure  Higher Order Power and Singleton Kinds
only types with levels less than i Thus types belonging to Type
 
cannot contain quantify over
any nontrivial kinds and types belonging to Type

can only quantify over level kinds For
P
i
c or S
i
c the level of c must be less than i
This level annotation mechanism makes  
K
predicative which is necessary to perform Chap
ter s embedding into the predicative type theory of Nuprl Since these annotations are tedious
to provide I discuss some alternatives in Section  In a practical system based on this an
notation mechanism the system would have to infer level annotations for the user 
The kind of functions mapping constructors of kind 	
 
to constructors of kind 	

may be
denoted 	
 
	

 but since constructors may appear within kinds it is desirable to allow a more
precise characterization of such functions The kind 	
 
	

includes all functions mapping
	
 
constructors to 	

constructors where  stands for the functions argument and may appear
free in 	

 Such kinds are referred to as dependent function kinds since the result kind depends
on the argument For example a function with kind Type
i
P
i
 when applied to any type
 returns a constructor of kind P
i
 that is a subtype of   The independent function kind
	
 
 	

is shorthand for 	
 
	

when  does not appear free in 	


Records of type constructors may also be given dependent kinds The kind f
 
 
 

	
 
     
n
 
n
 	
n
g contains all records f
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
g such that each c
i
has the
corresponding kind 	
i
with the values of preceding elds substituted for the free variables
That is c
i
must have kind 	
i
c
 
   c
i  

 
  
i  
 The external labels ranged over by 
must be kept distinct from the internal binding occurrences because variables must alphavary
but labels must not

This is discussed in greater length in Harper and Lillibridge  As a
shorthand I will often omit  pronounced as alpha from a dependent record kind when
 does not appear free in the following kinds	 an independent record kind is one that contains
no internal binding occurrences at all I consider two dependent record kinds to be identical
when they di
er only in eld order so long as no eld is reordered to appear after a eld that
depends upon it
Although power and singleton kinds are made using only types not higherorder construc
tors dependent kinds may be used to build higherorder power and singleton kinds For
example the kind Type
i
P
i
list  includes type constructors that are pointwise subtypes
of list  Higherorder power and singleton kinds may be generally dened as in Figure 
Just as a subtyping relation was dened over the types a subkinding relation is dened over
the kinds This relation is denoted by 	
 
 	

when 	
 
is a subkind of 	

 Function and record
kinds obey similar rules to the subtyping rules Additional subkinding relationships result from
level annotations Type
i
 Type
i 
and likewise for singleton and power kinds and from
power and singleton kinds for any type   S
i
  P
i
  Type
i
 and also P
i

 
  P
i



when 
 
 



These two names may be burdensome for a programmer to supply so as a practical matter in KML it is
permitted to write one name for use as both the internal and the external name this poses no problems so long
as it is possible to use separate names when they are needed 

sig
tycon foo  type
module S 
sig
tycon bar  type
tycon baz  foo  bar
val gnurf  baz
end
val blap  Sbar
end

f foo  s
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 hTypei
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struct
tycon foo  int  int
module S 
struct
tycon bar  int
tycon baz 
int  int	  int
val gnurf 
fn f  int  int  f 

end
val blap  
end

f foo  hint  inti
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Figure  A Typical Module Encoding
 The Module Calculus
LambdaK modules form their own syntactic class and their types are called signatures which
also form their own syntactic class A primitive module is either a single constructor hci or a
single term hheii If c has kind 	 then hci has signature h	i Likewise if e has type   then hheii
has signature hhii
Modules are also formed using lambdaabstractions for functors and records for struc
tures Such modules may be given dependent function signatures and dependent record sig
natures that are precisely analogous to the dependent function and dependent record kind
discussed above Data abstraction is achieved by forgetting type information using the con
struct m  
 which coerces the module m to have the signature 
 if that signature is valid
for m	 any type information about m not reected in 
 is forgotten As with the subtyping
and subkinding relations over the types and kinds the signatures have a subsignature relation
which obeys rules similar to the rules governing subtyping and subkinding
Modules are used within the core calculus by means of the extraction construct extm for
module m If m has signature h	i then the constructor extm has kind 	 Likewise if m has
signature hhii then the term extm has type   Exactly what modules are legal to extract
from is an issue that is discussed in Section 
With the above constructs it is easy to encode highlevel KML modules A KML structure
is constructed by building a record out of its contents with every constructor eld encased in hi
and every term eld encased in hhii Figure  shows the encoding of a typical KML module
with a substructure into  
K
 Note the use of an internal and an external name in the encoding
of the blap eld of the signature Functors and their signatures are encoded using   and  in
the obvious manner
Since modules form their own syntactic class and are not reected directly into the core
calculus  
K
modules are secondclass This decision is based on issues related to the phase

distinction Section  To permit rstclass modules would require considerably di
erent
approaches to these issues that would reduce the expressiveness of the calculus as we will see
shortly Fortunately the rstclass module restriction does not seem to be an onerous one the
most commonly cited use for a rstclass module the ability to select at runtime an ecient
implementation can be achieved using existential types  or objects
 Static Semantics
The static semantics of  
K
appears in Appendix A Nine judgements are used	 six for the core
calculus and three for the module calculus
 The kind equality judgement ! 
K
	
 
 	

indicates that 	
 
and 	

are equal in context
!
 The subkinding judgement ! 
K
	
 
 	

indicates that every constructor in 	
 
is in 	


as discussed previously
 The constructor equality judgement ! 
K
c
 
 c

 	 indicates that c
 
and c

are equal
as members of kind 	
 The subtyping judgement ! 
K
c
 
 c

indicates that every term in c
 
is in c


 The typing judgement ! 
K
e  c indicates that the term e has the type c
 The valuability judgement ! 
K
e  c indicates that the term e has the type c and that
its computation terminates
 The subsignature judgement ! 
K


 
 


indicates that every module in 

 
is in 



 The module signature judgement ! 
K
m  
 indicates that the module m has signature


 The module valuability judgement ! 
K
m  
 indicates that the module m has signature

 and that its computation terminates
Four additional judgements are derived from these nine A kind is considered wellformed
when it is equal to itself and similarly a constructor belongs to a kind exactly when it is equal
to itself in that kind A type or signature is wellformed when it is a subtype or subsignature
of itself
! 
K
	 kind
def
 ! 
K
	  	
! 
K
c  	
def
 ! 
K
c  c  	
! 
K
c  type
def
 ! 
K
c  c
! 
K

 sig
def
 ! 
K

  

 Design Issues
  The Phase Distinction
An important decision to be made in the design of any module calculus is how to account
for the phase distinction between compiletime and runtime expressions    In the

absence of the module calculus it is easy to say that the evaluation of type constructors
is a compiletime activity and the evaluation of terms is a runtime activity However the
module system presents a quandary since modules may contain terms and type constructors
may contain modules through the extraction construct Constructor evaluation cannot be a
runtime activity unless we are willing to sacrice type checking at compile time but term
evaluation clearly cannot be a compiletime activity
The central problem is how to structure the module system and its interactions with the core
calculus so that compiletime expressions kinds and constructors do not contain possibly di
vergent or e
ectful expressions I discuss here two solutions to the problem the phasesplitting
approach proposed by Harper Mitchell and Moggi  and the value restriction approach pro
posed by Harper and Lillibridge  and Leroy  LambdaK makes use of the phasesplitting
approach
In the phasesplitting approach modules including functors are considered to consist of
two components a compiletime component and a runtime component The compiletime
component deals only with the constructor portions of modules while the runtime component
deals also with the term portions Then extraction at the constructor level depends only on
the constructor portion of a module	 any problematic behavior of the modules term portion
is irrelevant This approach depends on designing the module calculus so that it is impossible
to write a module where a constructor eld depends on any runtime computation	 otherwise
constructor elds are runtime computations themselves and cannot be phase split into the
compiletime component
In a system with rst class modules it is easy to construct a module that depends on the
result of a term expression which rules out the phasesplitting approach In their translucent
sum calculus  which has rst class modules Harper and Lillibridge enforce the phase
distinction more directly Syntactic values have no interesting runtime behavior and may
therefore safely be treated as compiletime expressions Extraction at the constructor level is
restricted to only valuable expression	 arbitrary module expressions are not legal for extraction
The phasesplitting approach also has some advantages that counterbalance the impossibility
of rstclass modules First phasesplitting provides a convenient mechanism for implementing
the module system  Second phasesplitting allows greater exibility in references from
the core language into the module language For example phasesplitting allows extraction
from functor applications which is forbidden by the value restriction approach This can be
quite useful in practice	 for example it allows the expression of transparent signatures for
functors  that is signatures that completely specify the type behavior of the functor For
example suppose s has signature s


hTypei Then the alternative signature s


hexts s

i
fully species the behavior of s but this signature is valid only if it is permissible to extract
from functor applications Leroy  discusses this issue at length
 Top and Bottom Types
Unlike many subtyping calculi  
K
does not have top and bottom types This is not because
they are problematic to add they are not but because a practical language is better o

without them The main use for top and bottom is usually to ensure that there exist meets
and joins for any two types but it is really only important to ensure that joins and meets exist
for types that have an upper or lower bound In cases where two types have no upper or
lower bound it is preferable to generate an error than to allow an articial top or bottom
bound For example a program fragment if b then  else true is almost certainly a
mistake Similarly a function that makes incompatible demands on its argument could be

given a bottom domain type but again such a useless function is certainly a mistake It is
better the notify the programmer of the mistake immediately than to allow the trivial type and
postpone the error message delivering it somewhere else instead of at the location where the
mistake was made
The drawback of this design decision relates to expressions with sidee
ects When an
expression is evaluated for sidee
ects it is not uncommon to ignore the result value In  
K
this must be done explicitly as in the code if b then f x  else g x  where f and
g have incompatible return types If the language included a top type the programmer could
write the marginally simpler if b then f x else g x However even in very impure code it
is not likely that allowing top and bottom would save e
ort for the programmer in this manner
nearly as often as disallowing them would save e
ort by catching mistakes Additionally writing
code to ignore result values explicitly provides useful documentation

Chapter 
TypeTheoretic Semantics
Type theory has become a popular framework for formal reasoning in computer science  
 and has formed the basis for a number of automated deduction systems including Automath
Nuprl HOL and Coq     among others In addition to formalizing mathematics
these systems are widely used for the analysis and verication of computer programs To do
this one must draw a connection between the programming language used and the language of
type theory	 however these connections have typically been informal translations diminishing
the signicance of the formal verication results
Formal connections have been drawn in the work of Reynolds  and Harper and Mitchell
 each of whom sought to use typetheoretic analysis to explain an entire programming
language Reynolds gave a typetheoretic interpretation of Idealized Algol and Harper and
Mitchell did the same for a simplied fragment of Standard ML Recently Harper and Stone 
have given such an interpretation of full Standard ML Revised  However in each of these
cases the type theories used were not suciently rich to form a foundation for mathematical
reasoning	 for example they were unable to express equality or induction principles On the
other hand Kreitz  gave an embedding of a fragment of Objective CAML  into the
foundational type theory of Nuprl However this fragment omitted some important constructs
such as recursion and modules
The diculty has been that the same features of foundational type theories that make
them so expressive also highly constrain their semantics thereby restricting the constructs that
may be introduced into them For example as I will discuss below the existence of induction
principles precludes the typing of x that is typical in programming languages In this chapter
I show how to give a semantics to practical programming languages in foundational type theory
In particular I give an embedding of  
K
into the Nuprl type theory This embedding is simple
and syntaxdirected which has been vital for its use in practical reasoning
The applications of typetheoretic semantics are not limited to formal reasoning about
programs Using such a semantics it can be considerably easier to prove desirable properties
about a programming language such as type preservation than with other means We will see
two such examples in Section  The usefulness of such semantics is also not limited to one
particular programming language at a time If two languages are given typetheoretic semantics
then one may use type theory to show relationships between the two and when the semantics are
simple those relationships need be no more complicated than the inherent di
erences between
the two This is particularly useful in the area of typedirected compilation     
The process of typedirected compilation consists of in part translations between various typed
intermediate languages Embedding each into a common foundational type theory provides an

ideal framework for showing the invariance of program meaning throughout the compilation
process
This semantics is also useful even if one ultimately desires a semantics in some framework
other than type theory MartinLof type theory is closely tied to a structured operational
semantics and has denotational models in many frameworks including partial equivalence re
lations   set theory  and domain theory    Thus foundational type theory
may be used as a semantic intermediate language
  A Computational Denotational Semantics
My main motivation for a typetheoretic semantics has been to draw formal connections be
tween programming languages and type theory thereby making type theory a powerful tool for
reasoning about languages and programs without sacricing any formality However a type
theoretic semantics is also valuable in its own right as mathematical model of a programming
language
Most programming language semantics are either operational or denotational A typical
operational semantics is specied by giving an evaluation relation on program terms or an
evaluation relation on some abstract machine along with a translation into that machine
Operational semantics have the advantage that they draw direct connections to computation
and explaining how programs compute is one of the prime functions of a semantics However
operational semantics are typically rather brittle	 a slight addition or change to an operational
semantics often requires reworking all proofs of properties of that semantics
In contrast a denotational semantics species for every program term a mathematical
object that the program term denotes Typically a terms denotational is determined by com
posing in some way the denotations of its subterms The compositionality of denotational
semantics usually makes them more robust to change than a typical operational semantics
Furthermore the equational theory of a denotational semantics is easier to work with since it
derives directly from the mathematical objects without need for an intermediating evaluation
relation and without needing to consider any surrounding context However the connection to
computation in a typical operational semantics although present is much more remote than
with an operational semantics
A denotational semantics in type theory provides the advantages of both a denotational
semantics The typetheoretic semantics I present is denotational and accrues all the attendant
advantages of a denotational semantics but type theory is in essence a programming language
itself with its own operational semantics so this semantics also draws a strong connection to
computation
 The Language of Type Theory
I begin with an informal overview of the programming features of the Nuprl type theory It
is primarily those programming features that I will use in the embedding The logic of types
is obtained through the propositionsastypes isomorphism  but this will not be critical to
our purposes in this chapter I present and discuss the type theory in detail in Chapter 
As base types the theory contains integers denoted by Z booleans
 
denoted by B 
strings denoted by Atom the empty type Void  the trivial type Unit  and the type Top which
 
Booleans are actually dened in terms of the disjoint union type

contains every wellformed term and in which all wellformed terms are equal Complex types
are built from the base types using various type constructors such as disjoint unions denoted by
T
 
" T

 dependent products

denoted by #xT
 
T

 and dependent function spaces denoted
by xT
 
T

 When x does not appear free in T

 we write T
 
	 T

for #xT
 
T

and T
 
 T

for xT
 
T


This gives an account of most of the familiar programming constructs other than polymor
phism To handle polymorphism we want to have functions that can take types as arguments
These can be typed with the dependent types discussed above if one adds a type of all types
Unfortunately a single type of all types is known to make the theory inconsistent    
so instead the type theory includes a predicative hierarchy of universes U
 
U

U

 etc The
universe U
 
contains all types built up from the base types only and the universe U
i 
contains
all types built up from the base types and the universes U
 
    U
i
 In particular no universe
is a member of itself
Unlike  
K
 which has distinct syntactic classes for kinds type constructors and terms Nuprl
has only one syntactic class for all expressions As a result types are rst class citizens and may
be computed just as any other term For example the expression if b then Z else Top where
b is a boolean expression is a valid type Evaluation is callbyname but these constructions
may also be used in a callbyvalue type theory with little modication
To state the soundness of the embedding of  
K
 we will require two assertions from the logic
of types These are equality denoted by t
 
 t

in T  which states that the terms t
 
and t

are equal as members of type T  and subtyping denoted by T
 
 T

 which states that every
member of type T
 
is in type T

and that terms equal in T
 
are equal in T

 A membership
assertion denoted by t in T  is dened as t  t in T  The basic judgement in Nuprl is H 

P 
which states that in context H which contains hypotheses and declarations of variables the
proposition P is true Often the proposition P will be an assertion of equality or membership
in a type
The basic operators discussed above are summarized in Figure  Note that the lambda
abstractions of Nuprl are untyped unlike those of  
K
 In addition to the operators discussed
here the type theory contains some other less familiar type constructors the partial type set
type and very dependent function type In order to better motivate these type constructors
we defer discussion of them until their point of relevance The dynamic semantics of all the
typetheoretic operators is given in Figure 
  Domain and Category Theory
Some of the mechanisms I use in the following section to give the typetheoretic semantics of
 
K
will look similar to mechanisms used to give programming language semantics in domain or
category theory This is not coincidence	 the three theories are closely related and some of the
mechanisms I use such as the partial types of Section  are adapted from the folklore of
domain theory
However domain theory and category theory are not interchangeable with type theory
for the purposes in this dissertation Type theory provides the highest degree of structure of
the three theories domain theory hides some structure in the interest of greater abstraction
and generality and category theory provides the least structure and the most abstraction and
generality Thus one can easily construct a domain or a category based on the Nuprl type

These are sometimes referred to in the literature as dependent sums but I prefer the terminology to suggest
the connection to the nondependent type T
 
 T



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Figure  Type Theory Syntax
theory but one cannot easily work backwards although such models of type theory do exist
  
The structure of the Nuprl type theory stems from the fact that Nuprl provides direct access
to the primitives of computation and the types of Nuprl speak directly of the computational
behavior of terms This structure is essential for achieving my goal of establishing a direct
computational signicance for this semantics recall Section  This structure also allows
type theory to address directly issues that pose signicant challenges for domain theory and
that are not directly meaningful in category theory For example in type theory we may
easily include or exclude divergent terms from types allowing us to easily distinguish between
partial or total functions and more importantly allowing us to use induction properties that
are invalid if one includes divergent terms
 A TypeTheoretic Semantics
I present the embedding of  
K
into type theory in three parts In the rst part I begin by giving
embeddings for most of the basic type and term operators These embeddings are uniformly
straightforward Second I examine what happens when the embedding is expanded to include
x  There we will nd it necessary to modify some of the original embeddings of the basic
operators In the third part I complete the semantics by giving embeddings for the kindlevel
constructs of  
K
 The complete embedding is summarized in Figures  through 
The embedding itself could be formulated in type theory leaving to metatheory only the
trivial task of encoding the abstract syntax of the programming language Were this done the
theorems of Section  could be proven within the framework of type theory For simplicity
however I will state the embedding and theorems in metatheory
  Basic Embedding
The embedding is dened as a syntaxdirected mapping denoted by    of  
K
expressions
to terms of type theory Recall that in Nuprl all expressions are terms	 in particular types
are terms and may be computed just as any other term Many  
K
expressions are translated

directly into type theory
x
def
 x

def
 
 xce
def
  xe
e
 
e


def
 e
 
e


c
 
 c


def
 c
 
 c


Nothing happens here except that the types are stripped out of lambda abstractions to match
the syntax of Nuprl Functions at the type constructor level are equally easy to embed but I
defer discussion of them until Section 
Since the type theory does not distinguish between functions taking term arguments and
functions taking type arguments polymorphic functions may be embedded just as easily al
though a dependent type is required to express the dependency of c on  in the polymorphic
type 
	c
$	e
def
  e
ec
def
 ec

	c
def
 	c
Just as the type was stripped out of the lambda abstraction above the kind is stripped out of
the polymorphic abstraction The translation of the polymorphic function type above makes
use of the embedding of kinds but except for the elementary kind Type I defer discussion of
the embedding of kinds until Section  The kind Type
i
 which contains leveli types is
embedded as the universe containing leveli types
Type
i

def
 U
i
Records and Disjoint Unions A bit more delicate than the above but still fairly simple is
the embedding of records Field labels are taken to be members of type Atom and then records
are viewed as functions that map eld labels to the contents of the corresponding elds For
example the record fx   f   xint xg which has type fx  int  f  int  intg is embedded
as
 a if a  
A
x then  else if a  
A
f then  xx else 
where a  
A
a

is the equality test on atoms which returns a boolean when a and a

are atoms
Since the type of this functions result depends upon its argument this function must be
typed using a dependent type
aAtom  if a  
A
x then Z else if a  
A
f then Z Z else Top

In general records and record types are embedded as follows
f
 
 e
 
     
n
 e
n
g
def
  a if a  
A

 
then e
 




else if a  
A

n
then e
n

else 


e
def
 e 
f
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
g
def
 aAtom  if a  
A

 
then c
 




else if a  
A

n
then c
n

else Top
Note that this embedding validates the desired subtyping relationship on records Since fx 
int  f  intintg  fx  intg we would like the embedding to respect the subtyping relationship
fx  int  f  int intg  fx  intg Fortunately this is the case since every type is a subtype
of Top and in particular the part of the type relating to the omitted eld if a  f then
Z Z else Top is a subtype of Top The use of a type Top to catch extra labels is essential
for subtyping to work properly makes for a particularly elegant embedding of records but it
is not essential In the absence of Top one could produce a slightly less elegant embedding by
restricting the domain to exclude undesired labels using a set type Section 
Disjoint unions are handled in a similar manner The injection term inj
x
 is embedded
as the pair hx i of its label and its argument The types of this term include the sum type
hx  int  f  int  inti which is embedded using a dependent type as
#aAtom if a  
A
x then Z else if a  
A
f then Z Z else Void
In general disjoint unions are embedded as follows
h
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
i
def
 #aAtom  if a  
A

 
then c
 




else if a  
A

n
then c
n

else Void
inj

e
def
 h ei
 casee 
 
 x
 
e
 
     
n
 x
n
e
n

def
 if 
 
x  
A

 
then e
 


xx
 




else if 
 
x  
A

n
then e
n


xx
n

else 
Again this relation validates the desired subtyping relationship
 Embedding Recursion
A usual approach to typing general recursive denitions of functions and the one used in  
K

is to add a x construct with the typing rule
H 

e in T  T
H 

x e in T wrong

In e
ect this adds recursively dened and possibly divergent terms to existing types Unfor
tunately such a broad xpoint rule makes MartinLof type theories inconsistent because of the
presence of induction principles An induction principle on a type species the membership of
that type	 for example the standard induction principle on the natural numbers species that
every natural number is either zero or some nite iteration of successor on zero The ability to
add divergent elements to a type would violate the specication implied by that types induction
rule
One simple way to derive an inconsistency from the above typing rule uses the simplest in
duction principle induction on the empty type Void The induction principle for Void indirectly
species that it has no members
H 

e in Void
H 

e in T
However it would be easy using x to derive a member of Void  the identity function can be
given type Void Void  so x  xx would have type Void  Invoking the induction principle
x  xx would be a member of every type and by the propositionsastypes isomorphism
would be a proof of every proposition It is also worth noting that this inconsistency does not
stem from the fact that Void is an empty type	 similar inconsistencies may be derived with a
bit more work for almost every type including function types to which the x rule of  
K
is
restricted
It is clear then that x cannot be used to dene new members of the basic types How
then can recursive functions be typed% The solution is to add a new type constructor for partial
types    For any type T  the partial type T is a supertype of T that contains all the
elements of T and also all divergent terms A total type is one that contains only convergent
terms The induction principles on T are di
erent than those on T  so we can safely type x
with the rule

H 

e in T  T H 

T admiss
H 

x e in T
We use partial types to interpret the possibly nonterminating computations of  
K
 When in
 
K
 a term e has type   the embedded term e will have type   Moreover if e is valuable
then e can still be given the stronger type   Before we can embed x we must reexamine
the embedding of function types In Nuprl partial functions are viewed as functions with
partial result types

c
 
 c


def
 c
 
 c


c
 
 c


def
 c
 
 c



	c
def
 	c
Note that as desired 
 
 

  
 
 

 since 

  

 If partial polymorphic functions
were included in  
K
 they would be embedded as 	c
Now suppose we wish to x the function f which in  
K
 has type 
 


 
 


 and
suppose for simplicity only that f is valuable Then f  has type 
 
 

 
 
 



The second subgoal that the type T be admissible is a technical condition related to the notion of admis
sibility in LCF  All the types used in the embedding are admissible so I ignore the admissibility condition
in the discussion of this chapter Admissibility is discussed further in Chapter  and is examined in detail in
Chapter 

This terminology can be somewhat confusing A total type is one that contains only convergent expressions
The partial function type T
 
T

contains functions that return possibly divergent elements but those functions
themselves converge so a partial function type is a total type

This type does not quite t the x typing rule which requires the domain type to be partial
so we must coerce f  to a xable type We do this by etaexpanding f  to gain access to its
argument call it g and then etaexpanding that argument g
 gf  xg x in 
 
 

 
 
 


Etaexpanding g ensures that it terminates since  xg x is a canonical form changing its type
from 
 
 

 to 
 
 

 The former type is required by the x rule but the latter type
is expected by f  Since the coerced f  ts the x typing rule we get that x  gf  xg x
has type 
 
 

 as desired Thus we may embed the x construct as
x
c
e
def
 x  ge xg x
Strictness In  
K
 a function may be applied to a possibly divergent argument but in my
semantics functions expect their arguments to be convergent Therefore we must change the
embedding of application to compute function arguments to canonical form before applying the
function

This is done using the sequencing construct let x  e
 
in e

which evaluates e
 
to
canonical form e

 
and then reduces to e

e

 
x The sequence term diverges if e
 
or e

does
and allows x be given a total type
H 

e
 
in T

H	xT



e

in T
 
H 

let x  e
 
in e

in T
 
Application is then embedded in the expected way
e
 
e


def
 let x  e

 in e
 
 x
A nal issue arises in regard to records and disjoint unions In the embedding of Section
 the record f  eg would terminate even if e diverges This would be unusual in a
callbyvalue programming language so we need to ensure that each member of a record is
evaluated
f
 
 e
 
     
n
 e
n
g
def
 let x
 
 e
 
 in



let x
n
 e
n
 in
 a if a  
A

 
then x
 



else if a  
A

n
then x
n
else 
A similar change must be also be made for disjoint unions
inj

e
def
 let x  e in h xi

Polymorphic functions are unaected because all type expressions converge 
Corollary 

 Embedding Kinds
The kind structure of  
K
contains three rstorder kind constructors We have already seen the
embedding of the kind Type	 remaining are the power and singleton kinds Each of these kinds
represents a collection of types so each will be embedded as something similar to a universe but
unlike the kind Type
i
 which includes all types of the indicated level the power and singleton
kinds wish to exclude certain undesirable types The power kind P
i
 contains only subtypes
of  and the singleton kind S
i
 contains only types that are equal to  	 other types must be
left out
The mechanism for achieving this exclusion is the set type  If S is a type and P  is a
predicate over S then the set type fz  S j P zg contains all elements z of S such that P z is
true With this type we can embed the power and singleton kinds as

P
i
c
def
 fT  U
i
j T  c  c in U
i
g
S
i
c
def
 fT  U
i
j T  c in U
i
g
Among the higherorder type constructors functions at the type constructor level and their
kinds are handled just as at the term level except that function kinds are permitted to have
dependencies but need not deal with partiality or strictness
 	c
def
  c
c
 
c


def
 c
 
c


	
 
	


def
 	
 
	


Dependent Record Kinds For records at the type constructor level the embedding of the
records themselves is analogous to those at the term level except that there is no issue of
strictness
f
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
g
def
  a if a  
A

 
then c
 




else if a  
A

n
then c
n

else 


c
def
 c 
However the embedding of this expressions kind is more complicated This is because of the
need to express dependencies among the elds of the dependent record kind Recall that the
embedding of a nondependent record type already required a dependent type	 to embed a
dependent record type will require expressing even more dependency Consider the dependent
record kind f    Type
 
 

 

 P
 
g We might naively attempt to encode this like the
nondependent record type as
aAtom  if a  
A
 then U
 
else if a  
A


then fT  U
 
j T     in U
 
g else Top wrong
but this encoding is not correct	 the variable  is now unbound We want  to refer to the
contents of eld  In the encoding this means we want  to refer to the value returned by the
function when applied to label  So we want a type of functions whose return type can depend
not only upon their arguments but upon their own return values&
	
The second clause in the embedding of the power kind 
c in U
i
 is used for technical reasons that require
that wellformedness of P
i


 imply that 
  Type
i


The type I will use for this embedding is Hickeys very dependent function type  This
type is a generalization of the dependent function type itself a generalization of the ordinary
function type and like it the very dependent function types members are just lambda abstrac
tions The di
erence is in the specication of a functions return type The type is denoted by
ff j xT
 
 T

g where f and x are binding occurrences that may appear free in T

but not in
T
 

As with the dependent function type x stands for the functions argument but the addi
tional variable f refers to the function itself A function g belongs to the type ff j xT
 
 T

g
if g takes an argument from T
 
call it t and returns a member of T

t gx f 

For example the kind f    Type
 
 

 

 P
 
g discussed above is encoded as a very
dependent function type as
ff j aAtom  if a  
A
 then U
 
else if a  
A


then fT  U
 
j T  f   f  in U
 
g else Topg
To understand where this type constructor ts in with the more familiar type constructors
consider the type triangle shown in Figure  On the right are the nondependent type
constructors and in the middle are the dependent type constructors Arrows are drawn from
type constructors to weaker ones that may be implemented with them Horizontal arrows
indicate when a weaker constructor may be obtained by dropping a possible dependency from
a stronger one	 for example the function type T
 
 T

is a degenerate form of the dependent
function type xT
 
T

where the dependent variable x is not used in T

 Diagonal arrows
indicate when a weaker constructor may be implemented with a stronger one by performing
case analysis on a boolean	 for example the disjoint union type T
 
" T

is equivalent to the
type #bB  if b then T
 
else T


	
If we ignore the very dependent function type the type triangle illustrates how the basic type
constructors may be implemented by the dependent function and dependent product types The
very dependent function type completes this picture the dependent function is a degenerate
form where the f dependency is not used and the dependent product may be implemented
by switching on a boolean Thus the very dependent function type is a single unied type
constructor from which all the basic type constructors may be constructed
In general dependent record kinds are encoded using a very dependent function type as
follows
f
 
 
 
 	
 
     
n
 
n
 	
n
g
def
 ff j aAtom
if a  
A

 
then 	
 

else if a  
A


then 	

f 
 

 




else if a  
A

n
then
	
n
f 
 
   f 
n  

 
  
n  

else Topg


To avoid the apparent circularity in order for ff j xT
 
T

g to be wellformed we require that T

may only
use the result of f when applied to elements of T
 
that are less than x with regard to some wellfounded order
This restriction will not be a problem for this embedding because the order in which eld labels appear in a
dependent record kind is a perfectly good wellfounded order

By switching on a label instead of a boolean record types and tagged variant types could be implemented
and placed along the diagonals as well

ff j x T
 
 T

g
 
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
Hj
x T
 
T

 
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
Hj
x T
 
T

 
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
Hj
T
 
 T

T
 
 T

T
 
 T

Figure  The Type Triangle
 Embedding Modules
As discussed in Section   
K
uses a phasesplitting interpretation of modules where modules
including higherorder modules are considered to consist of two components a compiletime
component and a runtime component This is reected in the typetheoretic semantics by an
embedding that explicitly phasesplits modules The technique used is derived from Harper et
al 
The embeddings for modules and signatures are given by two syntaxdirected mappings
  
c
and   
r
 one for the compiletime component of the given expression and one for the run
time component Given these the embedding of a module is a pair of the compiletime and
runtime components
m
def
 
hm
c
 m
r
i
In signatures the types of runtime elds may depend upon a compiletime member as in
the signature ffoo  s
foo
 hTypei bar  hhexts
foo
iig corresponding to the KML module sig
tycon foo  type val bar  foo end Consequently the embedding of a signature is the
dependent product of the compiletime component and the runtime component The runtime
components embedding is a function that takes as an argument the compiletime member on
which it depends In the embedding of the full signature that function is applied to the variable
standing for the compiletime member


def
 #v

c


r
v
The embeddings of basic modules and signatures are simple The runtime component is trivial
for h	i signatures and hci modules and the compiletime component is trivial for hhcii signatures

and hheii Module variables s are split into separate variables s
c
and s
r
for each component
hci
c
def
 c module compiletime component
hci
r
def
  module runtime componenttrivial
h	i
c
def
 	 signature compiletime component
h	i
r
def
  vTop signature runtime componenttrivial
hheii
c
def
  module compiletime componenttrivial
hheii
r
def
 e module runtime component
hhcii
c
def
 Top signature compiletime componenttrivial
hhcii
r
def
  vc signature runtime component
s
c
def
 s
c
module compiletime component
s
r
def
 s
r
module runtime component
For each of the signatures above it is impossible for there to be any dependency of the runtime
component on the compiletime component since for h	i there is no nontrivial runtime to
depend on anything and for hhcii there is no nontrivial compiletime for anything to depend
on As a result the variable v is ignored in each case
Functors For function modules and signatures everything looks familiar in the compiletime
component where the runtime material is ignored
 s
m
c
def
  s
c
m
c
m
 
m


c
def
 m
 

c
m


c
s

 




c
def
 s
c


 

c




c
However the runtime component may not similarly ignore the compiletime component be
cause of possible dependencies Therefore the runtime component abstracts over both the
compiletime and runtime components of its argument
 s
m
r
def
  s
c
  s
r
 m
r
m
 
m


r
def
 let x  m


r
in m
 

r
m


c
x
The signatures runtime component then takes an argument v representing the compiletime
component and returns a curried function type The result type is the runtime component of
the result signature and that depends on the compiletime component Fortunately the results
compiletime component is available as v s
c
 since v maps the compiletime component of the
argument to the compiletime component of the result
s

 




r
def
  vs
c


 

c
 

 

r
s
c
 



r
v s
c


Structures For dependent record modules and signatures the compiletime component looks
like dependent record kinds and the type constructor records that belong to them
f
 
 m
 
     
n
 m
n
g
c
def
  a if a  
A

 
then m
 

c



else if a  
A

n
then m
n

c
else 


m
c
def
 m
c

f
 
 s
 
 

 
     
n
 s
n
 

n
g
c
def
 ff j aAtom
if a  
A

 
then 

 

c
else if a  
A


then 



c
f 
 
s
 c




else if a  
A

n
then


n

c
f 
 
   f 
n  
s
 c
   s

n  c

else Topg
The runtime component of modules looks much like the embedding of record terms as with
those a series of opening lets is necessary to ensure strictness
f
 
 m
 
     
n
 m
n
g
r
def
 let x
 
 m
 

r
in



let x
n
 m
n

r
in
 a if a  
A

 
then x
 



else if a  
A

n
then x
n
else 
where x
i
does not appear free in m
i



m
r
def
 m
r

The runtime component of signatures is also familiar except that it must deal with depen
dencies on the compiletime component Again the runtime component takes an argument v
representing the compiletime component The runtime component 

i

r
of each eld is applied
to the compiletime component of that eld which is v 
i
 Also each eld may have depen
dencies on the compiletime components of earlier elds These dependencies will have been
expressed by free occurrences of the variables s
ic
 into which we substitute the corresponding
compiletime components v 
i
 It is worthwhile to note that these substitutions for s
ic
are the
only places where dependencies on the argument v are introduced
f
 
 s
 
 

 
     
n
 s
n
 

n
g
r
def
  vaAtom  if a  
A

 
then 

 

r
v 
 

if a  
A


then 



r
v 

v 
 
s
 c




else if a  
A

n
then


n

r
v 
n
v 
 
   v 
n  
s
 c
   s

n  c

else Top

Type
i

def
 fT  U
i
j T admiss 
 T totalg
 
 
 


def
  
 
 


f
 
 
 
  
 
     
n
 
n
  
n
g
def
 ff j aAtom  if a 
A

 
then  
 

else if a 
A


then  

f 
 

 




else if a 
A

n
then
 
n
f 
 
   f 
n  

 
  
n  

else Topg

where f a do not appear free in  
i

P
i

c
def
 fT  U
i
j T  c 
 c in U
i

 T admissg

where T does not appear free in c
S
i

c
def
 fT  U
i
j T  c in U
i
g

where T does not appear free in c

def
 
 c
def
 c
c
 
c


def
 c
 
c


f
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
g
def
 a if a 
A

 
then c
 




else if a 
A

n
then c
n

else 

where a does not appear free in c
i




c
def
 c 
c
 
 c


def
 c
 
 c


c
 
 c


def
 c
 
 c


 c
def
  c
f
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
g
def
 aAtom if a 
A

 
then c
 




else if a 
A

n
then c
n

else Top

where a does not appear free in c
i

h
 
 c
 
     
n
 c
n
i
def
 aAtom if a 
A

 
then c
 




else if a 
A

n
then c
n

else Void

where a does not appear free in c
i

 ext
m
def
 m
c
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
x
def
 x
xce
def
 xe
e
 
e


def
 let x  e

 in e
 
 x

where x does not appear free in e
 

 e
def
 e
ec
def
 ec
f
 
 e
 
     
n
 e
n
g
def
 let x
 
 e
 
 in



let x
n
 e
n
 in
a if a 
A

 
then x
 



else if a 
A

n
then x
n
else 

where x
i
does not appear free in e
j




e
def
 e 
inj


e
def
 let x  e in h xi
 case
e 
 
 x
 
e
 
     
n
 x
n
e
n

def
 let x  e in
if 
 

x 
A

 
then e
 



xx
 




else if 
 

x 
A

n
then e
n



xx
n

else 

where x does not appear free in e
i

 x
c

e
def
 x 
ge
xg x

where g does not appear free in e
 ext
m
def
 m
r
Figure  Embedding Terms
 Properties of the Embedding
I conclude my presentation of the typetheoretic semantics of  
K
by examining some of the
important properties of the semantics We want the embedding to validate the intuitive meaning
of the judgements of  
K
s static semantics If 	
 
is a subkind of 	

then we want the embedded
kind 	
 
 to be a subtype of 	

	 if c
 
and c

are equal in kind 	 we want the embedded
constructors c
 
 and c

 to be equal in 		 and if e has type  we want e to have type
  and   if e is valuable Similar properties are desired for the module judgements This
is stated in Theorem 
Theorem   Semantic Soundness For every  
K
context ! let ! be dened as follows
  
def
 
!  	
def
 !		
!x  c
def
 !	xc
!s  

def
 !	 s
c


c
	 s
r


r
s
c
Then the following implications hold
 If ! 
K
	  	

then level	  level	

 and ! 

	  	

 in U
level 
 

	
def
 v	
c
	
r
v

where v does not appear free in 	
h i
c
def
  
h i
r
def
 vTop
hhcii
c
def
 Top
hhcii
r
def
 vc

where v does not appear free in c
s	
 
	


c
def
 s
c
	
 

c
	


c
s	
 
	


r
def
 vs
c
	
 

c
 	
 

r
s
c
 	


r

v s
c


where v s do not appear free in 	
i

f
 
 s
 
 	
 
     
n
 s
n
 	
n
g
c
def
 ff j aAtom  if a 
A

 
then 	
 

c
else if a 
A


then 	


c
f 
 
s
 c




else if a 
A

n
then
	
n

c
f 
 
   f 
n  
s
 c
   s
n  c

else Topg

where f a do not appear free in 	
i

f
 
 s
 
 	
 
     
n
 s
n
 	
n
g
r
def
 vaAtom if a 
A

 
then 	
 

r

v 
 

if a 
A


then 	


r

v 

v 
 
s
 c




else if a 
A

n
then
	
n

r

v 
n

v 
 
   v 
n  
s
 c
   s
n  c

else Topg

where v a do not appear free in 	
i
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c
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K
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
Proof
By induction on the derivations of the  
K
judgements
We may observe two immediate consequences of the soundness theorem One is the desirable
property of type preservation evaluation does not change the type of a program Figure 
gives a smallstep evaluation relation for the Nuprl type theory denoted by t  t

when t
evaluates in one step to t

 Type preservation of  
K
Corollary  follows directly from
soundness and type preservation of Nuprl Proposition 

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else if a 
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else 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n
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Figure  Embedding Modules
Proposition  If 

t in T and t 

t

then 

t

in T 
Proof
Direct from Corollary 
Corollary  Type Preservation If 
K
e   and e 

t then 

t in  
Another consequence of the soundness theorem is that the phase distinction   is
respected in  
K
 all type expressions converge and therefore types may be computed in a
compiletime phase This is expressed by Corollary 
Corollary  Phase Distinction If 
K
c  	 then there exists canonical t such that
c 

t
Proof
For any wellformed  
K
kind 	 the embedded kind 	 can easily be shown to be a total type
Intuitively every type is total unless it is constructed using the partial type constructor
which is not used in the embedding of kinds The conclusion follows directly

 Prospects for Extension
In order to embed  
K
into type theory I abandoned impredicativity This was because the
standard semantics for Nuprl discussed in Section  does not support it However Mendler
 has developed a semantic model of Nuprl enhanced with recursive types and some impred
icative polymorphism In that type theory it is entirely straightforward to handle secondorder
impredicativity I have not used Mendlers type theory in this thesis because its semantics is
very complicated and because it is not clear how easily it can be extended to support partial
types An alternative type theory to be explored is the Calculus of Constructions  
which also supplies impredicative features and could likely support the semantics discussed in
this chapter
Another important avenue for future work is to extend the semantics in this chapter to
explain stateful computation One promising device for doing this is to encode stateful com
putations as monads   but this raises two diculties In order to encode references in
monads all expressions that may sidee
ect the store must take the store as an argument The
problem is how to assign a type to the store Since sidee
ecting functions may be in the store
themselves the store must be typed using a recursive type and since sidee
ecting expressions
take the store as an argument that recursive type will include negative occurrences of the
variable of recursion Mendlers type theory may express recursive types with only positive
occurrences but to allow negative occurrences is an open problem

Finally a particularly compelling direction is to extend the semantics to account for objects
and that turns out to require only the same mechanisms discussed above In a weak sense this
semantics can already support objects	 the existential object encoding of Pierce and Turner 
uses only constructs available within the type theory used here Unfortunately that encoding
is not practical in a predicative system because it involves quantication over the types of an
objects hidden instance variables That quantication results in objects always belonging to
a universe one level higher than their underlying code which prevents such object from being
rstclass
 
However in an impredicative type theory Pierce and Turners object encoding can
be used quite satisfactorily In a type theory that additionally supplies recursive types with
negative occurrences a variety of other object encodings become possible as well    
 Alternatively the object encoding of Hickey  works entirely within the existing Nuprl
type theory and shows promise of being extendable to a practical object system
 Conclusions
I have shown how to give a typetheoretic semantics to an expressive programming calculus
that supports modular and objectoriented features This semantics makes it possible to use
formal typetheoretic reasoning about programs and programming languages without informal
embeddings and without sacricing core expressiveness of the programming language
Formal reasoning aside embedding programming languages into type theory allows a re
searcher to bring the full power of type theory to bear on a programming problem For example
in Crary  I use a typetheoretic interpretation to expose the relation of power kinds to a
nonconstructive set type Adjusting this interpretation to make the power kind constructive

See Birkedal and Harper  for a promising approach that may lead to a solution of this problem
 
However in some contexts it is not necessary for objects to be rst class For example Jackson  inde
pendently used an encoding essentially the same as Pierce and Turners to implement computational abstract
algebra In that context algebras were rarely intermingled with the elements of an algebra and when they were
an increase in the universe level was acceptable

results in the proofpassing technique used to implement higherorder coercive subtyping in
KML
Furthermore the simplicity of the semantics makes it attractive to use as a mathematical
model similar in spirit if not in detail to the ScottStrachey program  This semantics
works out so neatly because type theory provides builtin structure wellsuited for analysis of
programming Most importantly type theory provides structured data and an intrinsic notion
of computation Nontypetheoretic models of type theory can expose the sca
olding when
one desires the details of how that structure may be implemented Section 
As a theory of structured data and computation type theory is itself a very expressive pro
gramming language Practical programming languages are less expressive but o
er properties
that foundational type theory does not such as decidable type checking I suggest that it is
protable to take type theory as a foundation for programming and to view practical pro
gramming languages as tractable approximations of type theory The semantics in this chapter
illustrates how to formalize these approximations This view not only helps to explain pro
gramming languages and their features as I have done here but also provides a greater insight
into how we can bring more of the expressiveness of type theory into programming languages

Chapter 
Foundational Type Theory
In this chapter I present in detail the foundational type theory of Nuprl Broadly speaking
the intent of the Nuprl type theory is to provide a formal foundation for mathematics that
is intrinsically computational Like the simpler type theories that provide the superstructure
for various programming languages such as  
K
 Nuprl is a theory of structured data and
computation The essential di
erence between Nuprl and other foundational type theories 
  and the simpler type systems of ordinary programming languages is the expressiveness
of the type system Foundational type theories provide type structure rich enough to encode
almost arbitrary logical and mathematical propositions
This logical character of the Nuprl type system is not immediately evident at a rst in
spection Instead the constructs that make up Nuprl are those of a fairly simple programming
language data such as integers functions and pairs and types for classifying such data Those
computational constructs are interpreted as logical statements using the propositionsastypes
correspondence discussed in Section  This conating of logic and data is one of the inter
esting aspects of type theory and is in contrast to most other mathematical foundations such
as set theory which draw sharp distinctions between objects and logical sentences
  Nuprl
The standard Nuprl type theory is presented in Constable et al  I present here a variant
of the Nuprl type theory with a number of innovations Chief among those innovations are
the partial type mechanisms added in order to make it possible to reason about potentially
nonterminating computations In Section  I discuss some of the design decisions for my
version of Nuprl
   Basic Types and Operators
At the core of the type theory are the basic data types summarized in Figure  Each of these
data types have a collection of introduction operators and a collection of analysis or elimi
nation operators Nuprl does not have distinct syntactic classes for types and terms	 instead
types are ordinary terms that may be computed using the same operations for computing data
For example if A and B are types then so is if b then A else B The basic types of Nuprl are
the following
 Atom The collection of introduction forms for Atom is the set of string literals The sole
elimination form for Atom is the equality test a  
A
a

 which is equivalent to true when a

Type Formation Introduction Elimination
atoms Atom string literals equality test 

A

integers Z    	   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Figure  Basic Nuprl Types
and a

are equal atoms and is equivalent to false when a and a

are unequal atoms Note
that Atom has considerably less structure than a type of strings	 the essential properties
of Atom are only a countably innite set of introduction forms and an equality test
 Integer Z The collection of introduction forms for Z is the set of integer literals The
elimination forms for integers are boolean equality and inequality tests  
Z
and 
Z

and a collection of binary operations ranged over by  such as plus times etc For
convenience these operators are taken to be dened on all integer values and return zero
in exceptional cases such as division by zero
 Boolean B  The introduction forms for B are true and false  Booleans are eliminated
by the branching construct if b then e
 
else e

 For simplicity booleans will eventually
be dened in terms of the unit and disjoint union types
 Disjoint Union A " B The introduction forms of A " B are inj
 
a when a is a
term belonging to A and inj b when b is a term belonging to B Disjoint unions are
eliminated by the case analysis construct casee x
 
e
 
 x

e


 Dependent Product #xAB The introduction forms of #xAB are ha bi when a be
longs to A and b belongs to Bax Disjoint unions are eliminated by the projection
constructs 
 
e and 

e As usual when x does not appear free in B I write #xAB
as the nondependent product A 	 B This type is also known in the literature as a
dependent sum general sum or strong sum I choose the term dependent product in
order to emphasize the connection to the nondependent product
 Dependent Function xAB The introduction form of xAB is  xb when bax
belongs to Bax for every a belonging to A Functions are eliminated by the application
construct e
 
e

 As usual when x does not appear free in B I write xAB as the
nondependent function type A B
 Very Dependent Function ff j xA Bg The very dependent function type due to
Hickey  has the same introduction form  xb as the ordinary dependent function

type but allows the result type B to depend not only on the argument x but on the
function itself Thus  xb belongs to ff jxABg when bax belongs to B xb af x
for every a belonging to A
To avoid circularity in order for a very dependent function type ff j xABg to be well
formed we require that B only use f by applying it to elements of A that are less than x
with respect to some wellfounded order As discussed in Section  the very dependent
function type is sucient to encode many of the other basic types discussed here but it
is convenient especially in Chapter  to retain those other types as primitive
 Unit  The typeUnit has the introduction form  and no elimination forms For simplicity
Unit will eventually be dened in terms of the equality type
 Void  The type Void is empty and therefore has no introduction forms
 Universe U
i
 Each type expression is Nuprl is also an ordinary term and is a member
of a universe type The universe U
 
is the type containing all small types those that can
be built without using a universe The universe U
i 
then contains all types that can be
built using no universe higher than U
i
 In particular no universe is a member of itself	
to include a single type that contained all types including itself would make the theory
inconsistent     The introduction forms for a universe are the type formation
operators No elimination form for universes is provided but this is only for simplicity	
type analysis operations could easily be added following Constable and Zlatin  
  Equality and Wellformedness
Central to the type theory are two equality relations one for equality of types and another for
equality of terms relative to a type The type equality relation written T
 
 T

 states that
T
 
and T

are each wellformed types and are equal to each other The term equality relation
written e
 
 e

 T  states that T is a type and that e
 
and e

are members of T and are equal
when considered as members of T  A specication of these two relations appears in Figure 
The reexive forms of these relations are particularly important Note that T  T exactly
when T is a wellformed type and that e  e  T exactly when e is a member of T  These
reexive cases are abbreviated as T type and e  T  respectively
For example xAB  xA

B

if and only if A  A

and Bax  B

a

x whenever
a  a

 A	 and  xb   xb

 xAB if and only if xAB type and bax  b

a

x 
Bax whenever a  a

 A
We will occasionally have need of a special degenerate type to serve as a supertype of all
types
 Top For any terms e
 
and e

 e
 
 e

 Top For simplicity Top will eventually be
dened in terms of the every type
Notation   I write 
a  AP to mean 
a a  A  P and 
a  a

 AP to mean

a a

 a  a

 A P 
  Propositions as Types
In order to use type theory for mathematics we need a way to make logical statements propo
sitions within the formal theory This is done using the propositionsastypes correspondence

also known as the CurryHoward isomorphism  In this correspondence each logical sen
tence is interpreted as a type with the understanding that that the sentence is true exactly
when the corresponding type is inhabited by some term That inhabitant is referred to as the
witness of the proposition
For example the proposition False is interpreted as the uninhabited type Void  The other
logical connectives are interpreted as follows
True
def
 Unit
P Q
def
 P 	Q
P Q
def
 P "Q
P  Q
def
 P Q
P  Q
def
 P Q	 Q P 
P
def
 P Void

xTP
def
 xTP
xTP
def
 #xTP
Higherorder logic may be interpreted by this device as well We may state a proposition
quantied over all small predicates as 
P P
 
Q This is interpreted in the type theory by
dening the type of propositions P
i
to be the universe U
i

  Equality Subtyping and Inequality
Although the preceding is sucient to encode propositional and higherorder predicate logic we
are short on atomic propositions For example we would like to be able to speak about equality
within the logic but none of the types discussed so far is able to express such a proposition
To handle this sort of atomic assertion we add new types that are dened to be inhabited by
the trivial term  when the proposition they represent is true and empty otherwise
 Equality e
 
 e

in T  The type e
 
 e

in T is wellformed when e
 
 T and e

 T 
If e
 
 e

 T then the type e
 
 e

in T has the introduction form  if not then the
type is empty and is interpreted as a false proposition Using the equality type we may
also dene a membership type denoted e in T  as e  e in T 
 Subtyping T
 
 T

 The type T
 
 T

is wellformed when T
 
and T

are well formed
types If T
 
is a subtype of T

ie e  e

 T

whenever e  e

 T
 
 then T
 
 T

has
the introduction form  otherwise it is empty and is interpreted as a false proposition
 Inequality n
 
 n

 The type n
 
 n

is wellformed when n
 
 Z and n

 Z and is
inhabited by  when the integer value of is n
 
is less than or equal to that of n


Be careful to note the distinction between e
 
 e

in T  a type and a proposition within
the formal type theory and e
 
 e

 T  a metatheoretical statement outside the theory
Also note that subtyping is dened as type inclusion if T
 
 T

then the members of
T
 
are actual members of T

 An alternative denition would be that T
 
 T

when exists a
coercion from T
 
to T

 This would provide an apparently more general notion of subtyping
since the identity function could always serve as a coercion from a type to another type that
includes it In its greatest generality coercive subtyping may be represented by the proposition
T
 
 T

 which states that there exists a function from T
 
to T

 Alternatively if the coercion

interpretation is restricted to use a predetermined collection of coercions then the two notions
of subtyping may be reconciled in a common type system  This is done by building a
new type system in which a type T

contains all the members of every type T
 
such that T
 
is coercible to T

 Then the equalities on such types are constructed so that coercion results
are deemed equal to the corresponding coercion arguments and thus coercion functions may
formally be viewed as identity functions
Negatability Consider the proposed proposition  in Atom  Certainly it is not true but
it is not false either Since the wellformedness criterion for the equality type requires its
equands to belong to the stated type  in Atom is illformed and not a type at all This
seemingly innocuous phenomenon has considerable consequences	 it means that the membership
proposition is not negatable
To understand why consider the proposition e in T  If metatheoretically speaking e  T
then e in T is wellformed and true ie inhabited On the other hand if e  T then e in T
is illformed and unusable This does not mean that membership proposition is useless	 on
the contrary it is quite often essential However the membership proposition is useless as the
antecedent of an implication As a simple example the negation e in T  is either false or
illformed but never true and hence never useful More generally the implication e  T  P
is no easier to prove than P  because the wellformedness of the implication cannot be shown
without proving the antecedent rendering the antecedent useless
The nonnegatability phenomenon is not limited to the membership proposition Consider
the proposition 
xT
 
 x in T

 This proposition could be used to dene the subtyping relation
but like the membership proposition it is wellformed only when true That is why subtyping
is made a builtin type because we would like to be able to prove theorems like A  B 
ZA  ZB and U

 U
 
 In Section  we will see a few more examples of primitive
types included to provide negatability
  Constructivity
The interpretation of propositions as types is convenient but it also restricts the proof tech
niques that may be used to prove such propositions Consider the proposition XM  
P P
 
 P
P  In classical logic this proposition is certainly true every proposition is either true or false
alternatively every type is either inhabited or uninhabited However for XM to be valid in
Nuprl there must exist a function f that computes a member of P " P for every small
proposition P  This is certainly impossible since P may express an undecidable proposition
The Nuprl logic restricts proofs to using only principles of reasoning that are constructive
or intuitionistic  This means that any proof of the existence of an object must show how
to construct it and any proof of a disjunction must show how to determine which case is true
In practice this means that proofs may not use the principle of the excluded middle proposition
XM above or proof by contradiction Contradiction may however be used to prove theorems
of the form P 
The dividend of this restriction is that proofs may be interpreted as programs Suppose we
prove 
xZyZ P x y constructively In so doing we have constructed a function inhabiting
the corresponding type xZ#yZ P x y	 this function is the computational content of the
proof The function may be applied to any integer x to compute the desired integer y and a
proof of P x y More generally whenever we prove the existence of objects we may extract
the computational content from that proof a program to compute those objects I discuss this

process of extracting computational content from proofs further in Section  In Section
 I discussed the controlled reintroduction of classical reasoning principles
Propositions versus Booleans It is important to be clear on the distinction between the
type P
i
of propositions and the type B of booleans Propositions are types that are inhabited
when their intended meaning is true and are empty otherwise Booleans are terms that compute
to the value true when their intended meaning is true and to false otherwise Decidable propo
sitions may also be stated as boolean expressions	 for example true false  a  
A
a

 n  
Z
n

and n 
Z
n

are boolean forms of the propositions True False  a  a

in Atom n  n

in Z
and n  n

 Undecidable propositions can never be stated as boolean expressions because a
computation that resulted in such a boolean would solve the undecidable problem
 	 Constructing New Types using Logic
We may also use logical predicates to construct variants of other types using two special type
constructors due to Constable 
 The set type fxT jPg is the subtype of T that contains all t  T such that P tx is true
ie inhabited
 The quotient type xyTEx y when E is an equivalence relation on T  is the
supertype of T that coarsens the equality on T as follows t
 
 t

 xyTE if and only
if t
 
 t

 T and Et
 
 t

x y is true ie inhabited
We may use set and quotient types to dene a number of important variants on existing
types such as the natural numbers N
def
 fn  Z j   ng and the integers modulo k Z
k
def
 
mnZm n mod k   in Z A number of other derived forms appear in Figure 
An important point about set and quotient types is that they suppress computational con
tent of their predicate Given that n  fx  Z j P xg it is certainly the case that P n is
inhabited by some term but there is no way to gain access to that term An an extreme exam
ple consider the squashed proposition P
def
 fx  Unit j Pg Metatheoretically it is easy to see
that P is inhabited exactly when P is and the implication P  P can easily be shown valid
However the converse P  P is not valid because it is not possible in general to produce a
proof of a proposition simply from knowing it to be true In order words it is not generally
possible to reconstruct suppressed computational content
However whenever the suppressed predicate is recursively enumerable it is possible to
reconstruct computational content This covers many uses including those few uses discussed
above On the other hand it often is desirable to suppress computational content For example
a proof of 
xZyZ P x y computes both an integer y and a witness to P x y but it may
be the case that so long as P x y is true the actual witness is not interesting In such cases
returning the witness is cluttersome at best and computationally expense at worst It would
then be more appropriate to prove the similar proposition 
xZfy  Z j P x yg
 
 Computation
Intrinsic to the type theory is an operational semantics that denes how Nuprl terms com
pute This computation system is callbyname in contrast to  
K
 as is dened by a smallstep
evaluation relation t
 
 t

 and a set of canonical forms to which terms evaluate The com
putation system is dened to be the restriction to closed terms of the evaluation step relation

Unit
def
    in Z
B
def
 Unit Unit
true
def
 inj
 


false
def
 inj



if b then e
 
else e

def
 case
b xe
 
 xe

 
where x is not free in e
 
 e


e in T
def
 e  e in T
T type
def
 T  T
n  m
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 
n  m
N
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Z

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Z
k
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Q
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


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P
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t halts
def
 t in E
Top
def
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Figure  Derived Forms
given in Figure  Whether a term is canonical is governed by its outermost operator	 the
canonical forms of Nuprl are the type formation constructs and the introduction forms ie
the middle column of Figure  Two important properties of evaluation are that evaluation
is deterministic and canonical forms are terminal
Proposition  If t  t
 
and t  t

then t
 
 t

 Moreover if t is canonical then t  t

for
any t


If t 

t

and t

is canonical then we say that t converges abbreviated t and t converges to
t

abbreviated t  t

 Note that if t  t
 
and t  t

then t
 
 t

and that if t is canonical then
t  t
The computation system may be used to dene a computational equivalence relation often
known as applicative bisimulation written t
 
 t

 Computational equivalence will be formally
dened in Chapter  Denition  Intuitively two terms are computationally equivalent
if they both converge to canonical forms with the same outermost operator and the corre
sponding subterms are computationally equivalent or if they both fail to converge It may
be shown Lemma  using Howes method  that computational equivalence includes
betaequivalence
The equalities on types are constructed to observe computational equivalence	
 
that is if
t  T and t  t

then t  t

 T  This enables a powerful form of untyped reasoning called
direct computation When two terms are computationally equivalent for example a beta redex
and contractum they are indistinguishable by the type theory and may be freely exchanged
for each other in any expression or proof
Theorem  If T type and T  T

then T  T

 If t  T and t  t

then t  t

 T 
 
However unlike the type system considered by Howe  equality in this type theory does not observe
computational approximation 
Section  This is because of the presence of partial types 
Section 
For example  approximates  but it is not the case that    in Z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Figure  Operational Semantics for Nuprl

This theorem is codied in the type theory by the direct computation rules Rules  through 
Appendix B Since computational equivalence is undecidable and since we wish to be able
to e
ectively determine whether an instance of a rule is valid the direct computation rules
approximate computational equivalence with the auxiliary judgement 

t  t

where t and t

are possibly open terms
A simple application of Theorem  and direct computation is type preservation
Corollary 
 Semantic type preservation If t  T and t  t

then t

 T 
 Syntactic type preservation If H 

t in T and t  t

then H 

t

in T 
Proof
If t  t

then t  t

Proposition  and 

t  t

Rule  Semantic preservation follows
directly by Theorem  and syntactic preservation follows by application of Rules  and

  Partial Types
Of particular interest in the computation system is the operator x  which allows recursive
computation and is evaluated by the rule x f  fx f

The primary use of x is to
dene recursive functions Unfortunately in the standard Nuprl type theory recursion is not
as general tool as it is in most programming languages All of the basic types of Nuprl are
total that is they contain only convergent terms but in general there is no guarantee that
a recursive function converges Thus a recursive function generally a recursively computed
object cannot be given a type unless it can be shown to converge and it cannot be used
without giving it a type However it is not always convenient or possible to prove that
recursive functions terminate and furthermore it is sometimes interesting to reason about
functions that are known not to terminate for all inputs
In order to be able to assign types to partial functions and nonconvergent objects we add
a new type constructor
 Partial type T  The partial type T due to Constable and Smith    is like a
lifted version of T  It contains all members of T  plus all nonconvergent terms Terms are
equal in T if they have the same convergence behavior and if they are equal in T when
they converge That is t  t

 T if and only if t  t

 and t  t  t

 T 
With this type available we may express the type of partial functions from A to B as AB
It will also prove convenient to have a type of all convergent terms
 Every E  For any convergent terms e
 
and e

 e
 
 e

 E 
In order to reason about termination in the logic we add a new type to represent the atomic
proposition of convergence using the same device that we used to add equality subtyping and
inequality types
 Convergence t in& T  The type t in& T is wellformed when t  T and is inhabited by
 exactly when t

The use of a x operator greatly simplies some of the results in this thesis 
particularly the proof of Theorem
	 but it could in principle be eliminated and replaced with the Y combinator

Note that t in& T is an inhabited type exactly when t in T is A distinct convergence proposition
is needed in order to provide negatability which is essential for any nontrivial termination
reasoning Observe that t in& T is wellformed whenever t  T  but t  T is wellformed only
when it is true
Constable and Smith    use an untyped convergence assertion in their type systems
In this type theory I instead use a typed convergence assertion as in Constable and Smith 
However an untyped convergence assertion can be dened as t halts  t in& E  This is the
primary motivation for including the E type Unfortunately as we will see in Section  in
the presence of equality the untyped version is rarely any more useful than the typed version
Partial Type Formation The convergence type raises a somewhat surprising issue about the
formation of partial types The type equality rule for convergence types states that t in& T and
t

in& T are equal when t  t

 T  and equal types should always have the same membership
Therefore T should never equate convergent and nonconvergent terms However we desire
that T be a subtype of T ie if t  t

 T then t  t

 T  so T should never equate convergent
and nonconvergent terms either Since many terms Top for example do equate terms with
di
erent convergence behavior we must add this as a restriction to the wellformedness of
partial types
To not equate convergent and nonconvergent terms is an awkward condition to maintain
so instead my theory imposes the stronger condition that for T to be wellformed T must be
total It follows trivially that a total type cannot equal convergent and nonconvergent terms
The obvious denition of totality 
xT x in& T  turns out to be nonnegatable since it depends
upon the wellformedness of T  so I add totality as another primitive type
 Totality T total The type T total is wellformed when T type and is inhabited by 
exactly when T contains only terms that converge
The Fixpoint Principle With partial types in the type theory recursive functions can be
typed using the xpoint principle
e in T  T  x e in T
The use of the xpoint principle was illustrated in Section  However the xpoint principle
is not valid for every type	 it is only valid for types that are admissible Admissibility is dened
formally in Chapter  Denition  Intuitively a type is admissible if it contains a recursive
term whenever it contains a conite set of approximations to that term
This issue does not arise in most ordinary programming languages because most type sys
tems are not rich enough to allow the expression of inadmissible types Nuprl is expressive
enough to construct inadmissible types but nevertheless most types are still admissible Chap
ter  discusses admissibility in detail and presents a number of techniques for showing types
to be admissible
Admissibility is introduced into the logic as another atomic proposition
 Admissibility T admiss The type T admiss is wellformed when T type and is inhabited
by  exactly when T is admissible
This completes the set of primitive Nuprl types except for four additional atomic propositions
introduced in Chapter  The list is summarized in Figure 

void Void
atom Atom
integer Z
disjoint union AB
product space xAB
function space xAB
verydependent function ff j xABg
partial type A
universe U
i
equality e
 
 e

in A
subtyping A  B
inequality n
 
 n

convergence e in A
totality A total
admissibility A admiss
set fx  A j Pg
quotient xyAP
every E
Figure  Primitive Nuprl Types
Sequencing The nal construct in the partial type theory is the sequencing construct let x  
e
 
in e

 This expression evaluates e
 
to canonical form say v then evaluates e

vx Hence
the sequence term diverges if either e
 
or e

does Since e

is only evaluated if e
 
converges
the e

portion of the sequencing term may be typed under the assumption that x has a total
type the syntax for Nuprl sequents is formally dened in the next section
H 

e
 
in T H	xT 

e

in T

H 

T

type
H 

let x  e
 
in e

in T

As an aside if T is reinterpreted as a monad type MT  then this is precisely the typing rule
for the bind operator in monad systems    A monad system would also have a unit
operator to coerce T toMT 	 in this theory that is taken care of by subsumption since T  T 
One may extend the theory to a full type theory of monads by dispensing with T  T 
adding an explicit unit operator and adding rules comprising the monadic equality laws This
would provide a powerful mechanism for abstractly managing e
ects in general  not just the
nontermination e
ects managed by the partial types I have not done so in this type theory
preferring instead to keep the type theory closely tied to its operational semantics thereby
providing as much structure as possible at the expense of abstraction recall Section 
 Sequents and Proof
The Nuprl inference system has one judgement form written as the sequent
x
 
T
 
	    	x
n
T
n


C  t
This may be read informally as t is a member of C when x
 
     x
n
are members of T
 
     T
n

A more precise interpretation is discussed in Section  and a formal semantics is dened in
Section  The bindings x
 
T
 
	    	x
n
T
n
 to the left of the turnstile are called hypotheses
C is called the conclusion and t is called the witness
The inference rules for deriving judgements of this form are listed in Appendix B By way
of example Rule  for applying subtyping amidst the hypothesis list is
H	x  T

	J 

C  s H 

T  T

H	x  T 	J 

C  s
Note that in this rule the second subgoal is a subtyping proposition which is computationally
uninteresting it contains only terms that evaluate to  Since that proposition is compu
tationally uninteresting the statement of the rule suppresses the witness In many rules the

consequent also is computationally uninteresting and the witness is suppressed in such rules as
well In those rules the witness should be taken to be  An example of such a rule is Rule 
for applying subtyping in an equality assertion
H 

t
 
 t

in T

H 

T

 T
H 

t
 
 t

in T
Implicitly this stands for the rule
H 

t
 
 t

in T

 t H 

T

 T  t

H 

t
 
 t

in T  
  Functionality
A sequent x
 
T
 
	    	x
n
T
n


C  t asserts not only membership of the witness t in the
conclusion type C it also asserts that the conclusion and witness are functional over the
hypothesis variables That is if

t  t
 
     t
n
and

t

 t

 
     t

n
are equal substitutions for
x
 
T
 
     x
n
T
n
in a manner that will be made precise in Section  then C

tx  C

t

x
and t

tx  t

t

x  C

tx To see why this interpretation is necessary consider the rule
H 

A type H	x  A 

B  b
H 

AB   xb
The consequent states that  xb is a function over A	 that is if a  a

 A then bax  
ba

x  B Under a weaker membership only interpretation of sequents the second subgoal
is sucient to conclude that bax  B and ba

x  B but cannot guarantee equality A
functional interpretation of sequents where sequents are seen as functions from hypotheses to
the conclusion is necessary to validate the many rules of this form

 ExtractStyle Proof
In order to prove some proposition P  the propositionsastypes correspondence dictates that
one prove a sequent of the form 

P  t However it is typically the case that one is only
interested in proving the truth inhabitation of a proposition and is not concerned that witness
be a particular term Consequently in the Nuprl proof development system   a user is
presented with a sequent that omits the  t witness term even in cases when conclusion is
computationally interesting The rules are then stated in a manner that makes it possible to
extract the witness from the proof This is called extractstyle proof For example consider
again the rule
H 

A type H	x  A 

B  b
H 

AB   xb
In extractstyle proof this rule is applied to a sequent of the form H 
e
P  Q to produce
subgoals H 
e
P type and H	x  P 
e
Q From the proof of the second subgoal is extracted
a witness b possibly containing free occurrences of the variable x and that witness is used to
construct the extract  xb of the original sequent In fact since the variable x is only used

In some alternative semantics for type theory 
such as Howes set theoretic semantics  equality in a type
may be collapsed to actual object equality trivially making the membership and functionality interpretations
the same Extending the semantics of Howe to account for all the devices in this type theory is an open problem
but one that shows some promise of feasibility

in the extract it may be made invisible to the user as well resulting in the simple subgoal
H	P 
e
Q
For extractstyle proof to be possible all the rules in the system must be of the proper form
Specically the rules must construct extracts in a bottomup manner or in other words the
applicability of a rule must not depend on the extract since the extract cannot be known at the
time the rule is applied However the phrasing of the Nuprl proof rules that I state in Appendix
B is devised in the interest of making the type theory as simple as possible not supporting
extractstyle proof so some rules are not of the proper form To support extractstyle proof
those rules must be replaced with extractcompatible rules Fortunately the necessary rules
are all derivable from the existing rules so it is possible to support extractstyle proof without
any additional metatheoretical justication
The necessary condition for extractcompatibility is best understood by examining some
rules that violate it and seeing how they may be rewritten to follow it
Extract and Membership The function type inhabitation rule discussed above is not among
the basic rules of the inference system Rather it is derivable from them the equality rule on
function types
H 

A type
H	x  A 

B  b
H	x  A 

b in B

H 

 xb in AB

H 

AB   xb

We gain considerable economy in the derivation rules by leaving out such inhabitation rules
and allowing them to be derived from the others but in an extractstyle system they must be
builtin instead This is because Rule  is not appropriate for extractstyle proof
H 

C  t
H 

t in C
For this rule to be applicable the extract t of the subproof must be the same term t that is
specied in the membership proposition in the consequent and there is no guarantee that it
will Another way of looking at this problem is that the rule with witnesses stripped out is
unsound	 it does not follow from the inhabitation of C that any particular term t belongs to C
H 
e
C
H 
e
t in C
wrong
In an extractstyle proof system Rule  must be omitted and replaced by an inhabitation rule
to mirror each basic equality rule eg     However note that the converse rule
Rule  does not pose problems for extractstyle proof
Hypothesis Elimination Another class of rules that impose a restriction on the extract
term is the hypothesis elimination rules The hypothesis elimination rule for products requires
Rule  that all free occurrences of x and y in the extract term must appear as the pair hx yi
H	x  A	 y  B	J hx yiz 

Chx yiz  shx yiz
H	 z  #xAB	J 

C  s
x y  JC s
To make this rule suitable for extractstyle proof it must be rephrased as the derivable rule
H	x  A	 y  B	 J hx yiz 

Chx yiz  s
H	 z  #xAB	 J 

C  s
 
z 

zx y

Similarly the hypothesis elimination rule for disjoint unions
H	 y  A	J inj
 
yx 

Cinj
 
yx  sinj
 
yx
H	 y  B	J inj

yx 

Cinj

yx  sinj

yx
H	x  A"B	J 

C  s
y  JC s
must be rephrased as the derivable rule
H	 y  A	J inj
 
yx 

Cinj
 
yx  s
 
H	 y  B	J inj

yx 

Cinj

yx  s

H	x  A"B	 J 

C  casex ys
 
 ys


In contrast to these two rules the hypothesis elimination rules for types with uninteresting
memberships such as the equality types Rule  do not pose a problem
H	x  t  t

in T 	J x 

Cx  sx
H	x  t  t

in T 	J 

C  s
In these rules it is not a problem for  terms to propagate upwards so such rules may be applied
simply by assuming that x does not appear free in s
Hidden Variables A special case of hypothesis elimination that poses particular diculties
is that of set and quotient types The hypothesis elimination rule for set types Rule  is
H	x  A	 y  B	J 

C  s
H	x  fx  A jBg	J 

C  s
y  JC s
As before y is prohibited from appearing free in the extract term s but in this case the rule
cannot be rephrased to make the problem disappear The essential problem is that y represents
computational content that is not available so the extract cannot depend upon it in any way
To enforce this restriction we must introduce a new mechanism When the rule is applied the
variable y is marked as hidden establishing the invariant that it may not appear free in the
extract
H	x  A	 y  B	 J 
e
C
H	x  fx  A jBg	J 
e
C
This invariant is preserved by the inference system and disallows the application of any rule
that would use that variable However when descending into subgoals that do not contribute
to the extract all hiding annotations may be removed
It is important to note that this hidden variable mechanism is only a practical syntactic
device and has no metatheoretical signicance The sole metatheoretical issue is addressed in
Rule  by the side condition that y not appear free in the extract
 Issues in Partial Object Type Theory
The type theory presented here joins together the expressiveness of the standard Nuprl type
theory which does not support reasoning about partial objects that is nonconvergent terms
and the type theory of Smith   which addresses partial objects but does not support
equality This theory also enhances Smiths theory by a considerably wider class of types that
are admissible for xpoint induction discussed at length in Chapter  Here I discuss some
issues arising in the design and application of a partial object type theory particularly those
resulting from the combination of equality and partial objects

  Partial Computation
Given two terms a and b each of which belong to Z it is intuitively clear that the sum a " b
should also belong to Z However the rules for integer expressions deal with convergent terms
H 

a in Z H 

b in Z
H 

a" b in Z
An informal argument for the desired membership is easy To show that a " b in Z suppose
that a" b halts and show a" b in Z If a" b halts  then a halts and b halts  Consequently
a in Z and b in Z and therefore a" b in Z by the rule
Unfortunately formalizing this argument as a derivation runs into a problem	 to show
the desired membership we incur the additional obligation of showing that the supposition
a" b halts is wellformed as in the derivation below and the eventual subgoal a" b in E is
no easier to prove than the original goal a" b in Z
H 

a" b in E
H 

a" b halts type





H 

a" b halts  a" b halts H	x  a" b halts 

a" b in Z
H 

a" b in Z

This diculty does not reveal a defect in the logic The problem is that in the presence of
equality as discussed in Section  a sequent says much more than its naive reading	 it
asserts the functionality of the conclusion over equal substitutions for the hypotheses The
informal argument at the top is perfectly valid as a metatheoretical argument for closed terms
but it does not extend to sequents
However it certainly would be a defect in the logic if goals of this form were unprovable
This could be settled by at by simply adding new partial typing rules for each operator but
we would rather avoid such a heavyhanded solution I present a more palatable solution in the
next section
 Computation in Active Positions
Consider the monadstyle variation of a " b obtained by rst computing the summands to
canonical form and them summing their values let x  a in let y  b in x" y This is easily
shown to belong to Z
H 

a in Z
H	x  Z 

b in Z
H	x  Z	 y  Z 

x" y in Z
 
H	x  Z	 y  Z 

x" y in Z

H	x  Z 

let y  b in x" y in Z

H 

let x  a in let y  b in x" y in Z

The desired result then follows by direct computation if it can be shown that 

a"b  let x  
a in let y  b in x " y Of course in general t

t
 
x is not equivalent to let x  t
 
in t


because the latter necessarily evaluates t
 
but the former might not which would lead to
di
erent convergence behavior if t
 
is divergent However in this case the term a " b does
evaluate a and b before converging
The general principle at work here is that x and y are both in active positions in the
term x " y An active position of a term is one that must be evaluated before the term can

converge Canonical terms have no active positions since they have already converged The
active positions of noncanonical terms are dened as follows
Denition  A term e appears actively in t if
 t  e or
 t  caset
 
 xt

 xt

 and e appears actively in t
 
 or
 t  t
 
t

and e appears actively in t
 
 or
 t  
i
t

 and e appears actively in t

 or
 t  t
 
 
A
t

or t  t
 
 
Z
t

or t  t
 

Z
t

and e appears actively in t
 
or t

 or
 t  let x  t
 
in t

and e appears actively in t
 
or t

 or
 t  t
 
 t

and e appears actively in t
 
or t

 or
 t  x t

 and e appears actively in t

Lemma  If x appears actively in t then tex  let x  e in t
This lemma is put into practice in the type theory as Rule 
x appears actively in t



t

t
 
x  let x  t
 
in t

Another application of this device is for computational inducement Observe that evaluating
a " b induces the evaluation of a and b so if a " b converges then so do a and b This can be
proven using active positions
H 

a" b in& Z 

let x  a in x" b  a" b
 
H 

let x  a in x" b in& Z

H 

a in Z
H 

a in& Z

 Fixpoint Induction
The principal device for reasoning about programs in the LCF system  was xpoint induc
tion Informally xpoint induction says that if an admissible predicate holds for divergent
terms and it is preserved by f  then it holds for the xpoint of f  In notation if P  and if
P x P fx then P x f
Using the xpoint principle in our type theory we may derive a similar induction rule
H	x  T 	 y  x in& T  P  

P
H	x  T 	 y  P 	 z  fx in& T  

P fxx
H 

f in T  T
H	x  T 

P type
H 

T total
H 

T admiss
H 

P admiss x  T 
H	x  T 	 y  P 

P  e
H 

P x fx  ex f x y

This rule looks considerably more complicated than the informal statement so let us examine
it in detail The rst subgoal
H	x  T 	 y  x in& T  P  

P
corresponds to the base case P  If one accepts classical reasoning principles in particular
the proposition x in& T   x in& T  then this goal may be proven from the simpler goal
H 

P x In Section  I discuss how classical reasoning principles may be justied
semantically if one takes a classical view of the metatheory However it is usually the case that
the given subgoal can be proven whenever H 

P x can so classical methods are usually
unnecessary
The second subgoal
H	x  T 	 y  P 	 z  fx in& T  

P fxx
corresponds to the inductive case P x P fx The z hypothesis indicates that we are not
in the base case ie fx   and may be dropped if desired to bring the goal more in line
with the informal statement
The next three subgoals are basic wellformedness conditions The sixth subgoal H 

T admiss is also a wellformedness condition which is needed to take the xpoint of f  The
seventh subgoal H 

P admissx  T  is the requirement on the admissibility of the predicate
More on this in Section 
The nal subgoal is the most curious
H	x  T 	 y  P 

P  e
This goal stems from the uniformity condition for admissibility of set types Section  but
we may give an informal explanation directly in the context of xpoint induction Suppose
v

and g are the computational content of the base case and inductive case respectively For
simplicity assume that v

 P x and g  P tx P ftx for all t  T  Then we
may build a sequence of P inhabitants for each of the nite approximations of x f Let
v
i 
 gv
i
 so v

 P x v
 
 P fx v

 P ffx etc We need a limit term
to inhabit the proposition P x fx However the sequence terms v

 v
 
 v

    are unrelated
by computational approximation Section  and do not in general approach any limit
The nal subgoal provides a term e that allows us to build a uniform sequence of inhabitants
that will approach a limit Since the sequence v

 v
 
 v

    inhabits the various P propositions
the sequence ex efx effx    also inhabits the various P propositions and
the latter is guaranteed to approach a limit
Lemma 	 The xpoint induction rule is derivable
Proof
The full derivation of the rule is tedious so I sketch the argument Let T

 fx  T j Pg
The key points are to show T

 fx  T j Pg and to show that f in T

 T

 From the
latter and since T

is admissible Rule  and subgoals   and  we may conclude that
x f in T

 Thus by the rst point x f in fx  T j Pg We may then use subgoal  to
reconstruct the suppressed computational content of P x fx
To show T

 fx  T jPg uses the base case Suppose x in T

 We wish to show that x in T
and P is inhabited The former is easy since T

 T  To show the latter suppose x halts

ie x in& T  Then x in T

 so P is inhabited Hence x in& T  P  By the base case
subgoal P is inhabited
To show f in T

 T

uses the inductive case Suppose x in T

 We wish to show that
fx in T

 Suppose fx halts ie fx in& T  Then we wish to show that fx in T

	 that
is that fx in T and P fxx is inhabited The former follows trivially from fx in& T  To
show the latter observe that x in fx  T j Pg since T

 fx  T j Pg Consequently P is
inhabited By the inductive case subgoal P fxx is inhabited  
Two somewhat similar results to Lemma  were proven by Smith   Smiths results
di
ered in that one used classical reasoning principles and was based on the thenconjectural
admissibility of set types and the other required the witnesses of the base and inductive cases
to have particular forms
 Computational Induction
Smiths type theory also provided another principle computational induction for reasoning
about partial objects The idea to computational induction is that when a term converges
it induces a wellfounded order on its computations intermediate values Computational in
duction is generally useful for reasoning about programs since it corresponds to the intuitive
mechanism of reasoning about recursive programs by preconditions and postconditions but it
is particularly useful for proving partial correctness of programs Other induction principles are
inadequate for such proofs	 if one could nd a wellfounded order on the inputs of a recursive
function one could show total correctness instead
Unfortunately computation is an intrinsically intensional property	 that is it requires rea
soning about the structure of terms as well as about their result value In contrast my type
theory is extensional terms with the same result value are indistinguishable Consequently it
is trivially true that P t

 P t
 
 when t
 
 t

 and one may not draw any inductive conclu
sions from the fact Smiths type theory was able to support computational induction because
it supported no notion of equality or functionality
In order to support computational induction we need to add support for intensional rea
soning about terms We may do this by adding to the type theory representations for all terms
and by adding rules for reasoning intensionally about those representations and for linking
those representations back to the terms they represent Mechanisms for accomplishing this are
discussed in detail in Constable and Crary 
 Other Contributions
The version of the Nuprl type theory presented in this chapter makes a few minor contributions
other than those contributions relating to partial types
 By adding a primitive subtyping assertion subtyping becomes negatable recall Section
 This makes it possible to prove theorems that depend upon subtyping conditions
More importantly however it makes it possible to dene the power kind as P
i
T   fS 
U
i
j S  Tg recall Section  Without a negatable subtyping assertion this set type
is illformed
 This type theory adds rules for a typehood assertion T type which may be dened
either as  xx in T  T or as T  T  I use the latter denition in order to share some

rules with the subtyping assertion Using a typehood assertion streamlines dealings with
wellformedness subgoals such as the rst subgoal of
H 

A type H	x  A 

b in B
H 

 xb in xAB
In the standard Nuprl theory which does not use typehood assertions the wellformedness
subgoal is stated as membership in some universe A in U
i
 However to prove such a
subgoal requires the determination of which universe U
i
the type A belongs to This is
often inconvenient and is sometimes impossible For example sometimes typehood can
only be shown using an inhabitation rule Rule 
H 

t  t

in T
H 

T type
This rule could not be stated in the standard theory using universe membership because
it would need to conclude that T was a member of some unknown universe U
i
 and there
is no facility for existentially quantifying universe indices
The use of typehood assertions is also useful in that it makes the type theory extensible
to systems where some types do not belong to any universe For example suppose the
computation system were augmented with a noncanonical operator U with the eval
uation rule Un 
s
U
n
for integer literals n Then #xZ Ux would be a valid type
but since Ux spans the universes the type would be too large to belong to any single
universe
 The inclusion of an inhabitationtomembership rule Rule  makes it possible to derive
the type inhabitation rules from the rules governing equality on types This cuts the
number of rules nearly in half As discussed in Section  an extractstyle proof
development system must reintroduce those rules but they may be reintroduced as derived
rules without additional metatheoretic justication
 Semantics
The remaining task is to show that the type theory presented here is consistent As usual I
do this by showing it sound with respect to a semantics The development of the semantics is
divided into two parts	 I begin by giving a semantics for types and then extend that semantics to
cover judgements as well I give this semantics in the framework of partial equivalence relations
Semantics exist for related theories standard Nuprl or MartinLof type theory   in the
frameworks of set theory  and domain theory    among others   and could
probably be developed for my theory as well
  Type Semantics
The semantics of types is characterized by the relations t
 
 t

 T and T
 
 T

from Section
 The rst relation associates with each type T a partial equivalence relation

    T 
over the set of terms That relation dictates which terms belong to the type and which are
equal within that type The second relation is another partial equivalence relation over terms
that dictates which terms are types and which are equal types

A symmetric and transitive relation

t  T i t  t  T
T type i T  T
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Figure  Type Specications

These relations are specied in Figure  Unfortunately the specication contains negative
occurrences of the relations being dened so it cannot be taken as a valid inductive denition
However examination reveals that each clause of the specication uses the relations only at
types smaller than the type at issue in the clause This suggests a way that we may rephrase
the specication as a valid inductive denition The technique I use is due to Allen 	 my
contribution here is its extension to a number of new types An alternative but similar technique
is that of Harper  who shows how the specication can be rephrased to dene an explicit
set theoretic relation as the least xed point of a monotone operator
The principal notion in the construction is that of a type system A candidate type system
 is a relation TT

 between closed terms T and T

and binary relations  over closed terms
The intended reading of TT

 is that T and T

are equal types and  is their equality relation
Denition 
 A type system is a candidate type system  that satises seven properties
  is uniquely valued if TT

 and TT



then  is 

  is type symmetric if TT

 then T

T
  is type transitive if T
 
T

 and T

T

 then T
 
T


  is type value respecting if TT and T  T

then TT


  is term symmetric if TT

 then  is symmetric
  is term transitive if TT

 then  is transitive
  is term value respecting if TT

 and t  t and t  t

then t  t

The goal is to build a type system that captures the intended meanings of the types I
do this be dening a series of operators on candidate type systems Note that each operator
uses it argument  only in positive positions so they may be assembled into a valid inductive
denition
The rst and most important step of the construction is to dene for each type construc
tor an operator on candidate type systems Given candidate type system   each operator is
to return a type system that contains all types built using its type constructor from types in
  For example Prod will contain all product types built from types in   These operators
dene the meanings of the type constructors Their denitions appear in Figures  through

Next we dene another operator Close on candidate type systems Given type system
  Close contains all types built from types in  using any type constructor other than
universes The intention is that the argument  dene all universes up to some U
i
 in which
case Close will dene all types built from those universes that is all members of U
i 

Close is dened to be the smallest candidate type system such that
CloseTT

 i TT

  
W
opTypes
opCloseTT


where Types  



VoidAtom IntEveryUnion
ProdFunVFunBarEqSub
IneqConvTotalAdmSetQuot



Next we use mutual induction to dene two series of candidate type systems Univ
i
andNuprl
i

Univ
i
denes all universes U
j
where j  i and Nuprl
i
denes all types built up from those

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Figure  Type Denitions Assertions
universes
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Finally we may dene a candidate type system Univ
 
that denes all universes and dene the
desired Nuprl
 
to be its closure
Univ
 
TT

 i i T  U
i
 T

 U
i


AA

 A  A

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i
AA

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Nuprl
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def
 CloseUniv
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We may now dene the desired equality relations using Nuprl
 

Denition 
 T
 
 T

i Nuprl
 
T
 
T


 t
 
 t

 T i Nuprl
 
TT  t
 
 t

It remains to show that the equality relations have the desired properties First we must show
that Nuprl
 
is actually a type system as intended Then we will observe that Nuprl
 
adheres
to the specication in Figure 
Lemma   If  is a type system then for each op  Types op is a type system
Lemma    Each operator in Types denes disjoint types from the others and from  when
 denes only universes Formally if

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Figure  Type Denitions Set and Quotient
  is type symmetric and type transitive and
  denes only universes that is if TT then T  U
i
for some i and
 CloseT
 
T

 

 
and CloseT

T




 and
 either T
 
 T

or T
 
 T



then either T
 
T

 
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and T

T

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

 or for some op  Types opCloseT
 
T

 

 
and
opCloseT

T





Lemma   If  is a type system and if  denes only universes then Close is a type
system
Lemma   For all i Univ
i
and Nuprl
i
are type systems

Lemma   Univ
 
and Nuprl
 
are type systems
Proof
First show that Univ
 
is a type system All but unique valuation and type transitivity are
directly by Lemma  For unique valuation and type transitivity use Lemma  with
the observation that Univ
i
is cumulative for all i  j if Univ
i
TT

 then Univ
j
TT


Then Nuprl
 
is a type system by Lemma   
Proposition   The equality relations T
 
 T

and t
 
 t

 T adhere to the specication
in Figure 
 Judgement Semantics
I begin the semantics for judgements by dening the notion of an assignment of closed terms
to variables
Denition  
 An assignment is a sequence of pairs hx
 
 t
 
i    hx
n
 t
n
i such that each x
i
is a distinct
variable and each t
i
is a closed term
 The application t of an assignment  to a term t where   hx
 
 t
 
i    hx
n
 t
n
i is
tt
 
   t
n
x
 
   x
n

As discussed in Section  the intended meaning of the sequent H 

C  t is that C  


C and t  

t  C when  and 

are equal assignments for the hypotheses H In
order to formalize this as a semantics for judgements I must dene exactly what is meant by
equal assignments
The obvious idea is to say that assignments are equal when their corresponding terms are
equal in the appropriate types We may call this notion assignment similarity
Denition  	 Assignment similarity written 
 
 

 H is the smallest relation such
that
     
 
 
hx t
 
i  

hx t

i  H	x  T  if 
 
 

 H and t
 
 t

 
 
T 
This notion provides a good starting point but it will not serve as the needed notion of as
signment equality because it is neither symmetric nor transitive Symmetry does not hold
because it is not generally the case for similar assignments 
 
and 

that 
 
T   

T  so
t
 
 t

 
 
T  does not imply t

 t
 
 

T  Transitivity fails for the same reason
The solution is to impose on the inductive case the additional requirement that 
 
T   


T  The leads to the rst of three denitions of assignment equality
Denition  
 Assignment equality with minimal functionality written 
 
 


min
H is
the smallest relation such that
    
min

 
 
hx t
 
i  

hx t

i 
min
H	x  T  if

 
 
 


min
H and
 t
 
 t

 
 
T  and
 
 
T   

T 
Proposition   Assignment equality with minimal functionality is symmetric and transitive
This notion of equality is called minimal functionality because it uses the minimum extra con
straint over similarity to ensure symmetry and transitivity By strengthening that constraint
we can get two other interesting forms of assignment equality Note that in the third clause
of the inductive case of Denition  the assignments 
 
and 

are similar since clearly

 
 


min
H implies 
 
 

 H and xed We dene pointwise functionality by allowing
one of the similar assignments to vary and we dene full functionality by allowing both of the
similar assignments to vary
Denition  Assignment equality with pointwise functionality written 
 
 


pw
H is
the smallest relation such that
    
pw

 
 
hx t
 
i  

hx t

i 
pw
H	x  T  if
 
 
 


pw
H and
 t
 
 t

 
 
T  and
 for all  if 
 
   H then 
 
T   T 
Denition   Assignment equality with full functionality written 
 
 


full
H is the
smallest relation such that
    
full

 
 
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 
i  

hx t

i 
full
H	x  T  if
 
 
 


full
H and
 t
 
 t

 
 
T  and
 for all  

 if   

 H then T   

T 
Following are some important properties of pointwise and full functionality For any of the
three forms of functionality I write   H to mean     H
Proposition 
 If  
pw
H then for any 

   

 H implies   


pw
H
 If  
full
H then for any 
 
 

 
 
 

 H implies 
 
 


full
H
 Assignment equality with pointwise functionality is symmetric and transitive
 Assignment equality with full functionality is symmetric and transitive

We can now dene the semantics of Nuprl judgements Following Constable et al  I use
pointwise functionality An avenue for future research is to explore semantics based on full
 or minimal functionality The semantics given by Constable et al  is equivalent to this
one but is considerably more complicated
Denition  The judgement H 

C  t is valid if for all assignments  and 

   



pw
H implies C  

C and t  

t  C The judgement 

t  t

is valid if
t  t


Theorem  Nuprl Soundness Any judgement derivable in the Nuprl proof rules is
valid
Proof
By induction on derivations
Corollary  Nuprl Consistency The Nuprl proof rules are consistent
Proof
The judgement 

Void   is invalid and therefore unprovable  
 Classical Reasoning
As discussed in Section  classical reasoning principles are semantically invalid within the
type theory In the Nuprl semantics validity of the excluded middle principle 
P P  P 
would imply the existence of a computable function that would determine the truth or falsity
of every proposition However in the underlying metatheory we may consider using classical
reasoning principles
The proof rules given in Appendix B and not marked as classical may all be proven valid
without classical reasoning However there are some additional rules that may be shown valid
in a classical metatheory
The primary such rule is a weak form of the excluded middle principle
H  
P P
i
 P  P    x
XM
Proposition  The rule XM is semantically valid in a classical interpretation
Note that this works because of the squashing of PP  The alternative axiom 
P P
i
 PP 
is not semantically valid because it still implies the existence of a general decision function
even though that function is still not provided In Chapter  we will see another example of
important rules validated by a classical metatheory but not a constructive metatheory These
are the coadmissibility rules for partial types Rules PWC and PC
One practical use of the XM rule is for xpoint induction Section  Recall that the
xpoint induction rule generates the subgoal H	x  T 	 y  x in& T  P  

P  This subgoal
may be proven from the simpler subgoal H 

P x using the XM rule and some of the
other subgoals of the xpoint induction rule Instantiating XM gives x in& T  x in& T 
Then P can be proven by cases invoking hypothesis y if x in& T and substituting  for x if
x in& T  By subgoal  we may conclude P from P 

Chapter 
Admissibility
One of the earliest logical theorem provers was the LCF system  based on the logic of
partial computable functions   Although LCF enjoyed many groundbreaking successes
one problem it faced was that although it supported a natural notion of partial function it had
diculty expressing the notion of a total function Later theorem provers based on constructive
type theory such as Nuprl  based on MartinLof type theory  and Coq  based on
the Calculus of Constructions  faced the opposite problem	 they had a natural notion of
total functions but had diculty dealing with partial functions The lack of partial functions
seriously limited the scope of those theorem provers because it made them unable to reason
about programs in real programming languages where recursion does not always necessarily
terminate
This problem may be addressed in type theory by the partial type discussed in Chapter 
In a partial type theory recursively dened objects may be typed using the xpoint principle
if f has type T  T then x f has type T  However the xpoint principle is not valid
for every type T 	 it is only valid for types that are admissible This phenomenon was not
unknown to LCF	 LCF used the related device of xpoint induction which was valid only for
admissible predicates When the user attempted to invoke xpoint induction the system would
automatically check that the goal was admissible using a set of syntactic rules 
Despite their obvious uses in program analysis partial types have seen little use in theorem
proving systems    This is due in large part to two problems partial type extensions
have been developed only for fragments of type theory that do not include equality and too
few types have been known to be admissible I addressed the former problem in Chapter 	 in
this chapter I address the latter
Smith  gave a signicant class of admissible types for a Nuprllike theory but his class
required product types to be nondependent The type #xAB where x appears free in
B was explicitly excluded Later Smith  extended his class to include some dependent
products #xAB but disallowed any free occurrences of x to the left of an arrow in B Partial
type extensions to Coq  were also restrictive assuming function spaces to be the only type
constructor These restrictions are quite strong	 dependent products are used in encodings
of modules  objects  algebras  and even such simple devices as variant records
Furthermore ruling out dependent products disallows reasoning using xpoint induction as
in LCF This is explained further in Section  Finally the restriction is particularly
unsatisfying since most types used in practice do turn out to be admissible and may be shown
so by metatheoretical reasoning
In this chapter I present a very wide class of admissible types using two devices a condition

called predicateadmissibility and a monotonicity condition In particular many dependent
products may be shown to be admissible Predicateadmissibility relates to when the limit
of a chain of type approximations contains certain terms whereas admissibility relates to the
membership of a single type Monotonicity is a simpler condition that will be useful for showing
types admissible that do not involve partiality
  The Fixpoint Principle
The central issue of this chapter is the xpoint principle
f  T  T  x f  T
The xpoint principle allows us to type recursively dened objects such as recursive functions
Unfortunately unlike in programming languages where the principle can usually be invoked on
arbitrary types expressive type theories such as the one in this thesis contain types for which
the xpoint principle is not valid I shall informally say that a type is admissible if the xpoint
principle is valid for that type and give a formal denition in Section  To make maximum
use of a partial type theory one wants as large a class of admissible types as possible
In Section  I will explore two wide classes of admissible types one derived from a predicate
admissibility condition and another derived from a monotonicity condition But rst it is
worthwhile to note that there are indeed inadmissible types
Theorem   There exist inadmissible types
Proof Sketch
This example is due to Smith  Recall that N  fn  Z j   ng Let T be the type of
functions that do not halt for all inputs and let f be the function that halts on zero and
on any other n immediately recurses with n  This is formalized as follows
T
def
 #hN  N  xN  h x in& NVoid
f
def
  ph x if x 
Z
 then  else 
 
px   y i
Intuitively any nite approximation of x f will recurse some limited number of times
and then give up placing it in T  but x f will halt for every input excluding it from T 
Formally the function f has type T  T  but x f  T  The proof of these two facts
appears in Appendix C Therefore T is not admissible
 Computational Lemmas
Before presenting my main results in Section  I rst require some lemmas about the com
putational behavior of the xpoint operator The central result is that x f is the least upper
bound of the nite approximations  f ff    with regard to a computational ap
proximation relation dened below The compactness of x if x f halts then one of its nite
approximations halts will be a simple corollary of this result However the proof of the least
upper bound theorem is considerably more elegant than most proofs of compactness

  Computational Approximation
For convenience throughout this section we will frequently consider terms using a unied repre
sentation scheme for terms A term is either a variable or a compound term x
  
   x
 k
 
t
 
    
x
n 
   x
nk
n
t
n
 where the variables x
i 
     x
ik
i
are bound in the subterm t
i
 For example the
term xT
 
T

is represented T
 
 xT

 and the term ht
 
 t

i is represented hit
 
 t


Informally speaking a term t
 
approximates the term t

when if t
 
converges to a canonical
form then t

converges to a canonical form with the same outermost operator and the subterms
of t
 
s canonical form approximate the corresponding subterms of t

s canonical form The
formal denition appears below and is due to Howe 
 
Following Howe when R is a binary
relation on closed terms I adopt the convention extending R to possibly open terms that if t
and t

are possibly open then t R t

if and only if 
t R 
t

 for every substitution 
 such that

t and 
t

 are closed
Denition  Computational Approximation
 Let R be a binary relation on closed terms and suppose e and e

are closed Then e CR e

exactly when if e  x
 
t
 
     x
n
t
n
 then there exists some closed e

 x
 
t

 
     x
n
t

n

such that e

 e

and t
i
R t

i

 e 

e

whenever e and e

are closed
 e 
i 
e

if and only if e C
i
 e

 e  e

if and only if e 
i
e

for every i
Denition  Computational Equivalence The terms e and e

are computationally
equivalent e  e

 if and only if e  e

and e

 e
The following are facts about computational approximation that will be used without ex
plicit reference The rst two follow immediately from the denition the third is easy using
determinism Proposition  and the last is proven using Howes method 
Proposition 
  and 
i
are reexive and transitive
 If t  t

then t

 t and t


i
t
 If t  t

then t  t

and t 
i
t


Lemma  Congruence If e  e

and t  t

then etx  e

t

x
 
Howes denition actually diers slightly from the one here he denes  as the greatest xed point of the
operator C It is not di!cult to show that the two denitions are equivalent as long as the computation system
is deterministic 
Proposition  If the computation system is nondeterministic the denition here fails to be
a xed point and the more complicated greatest xed point denition must be employed

 Finite Approximations
With this notion of computational approximation in hand we may now show that the terms
 f  ff     form a chain of approximations to the term x f Let  be the divergent
term x  xx Since  never converges   t for any term t Let f
i
be dened as follows
f

def
 
f
i 
def
 ff
i

Certainly f

 f
 
 since f

  By congruence ff

  ff
 
 and thus f
 
 f

 Similarly
f
i
 f
i 
for all i Thus f

 f
 
 f

    forms a chain	 I now wish to show that x f is an
upper bound of the chain Certainly f

 x f Suppose f
i
 x f By congruence ff
i
 
fx f Thus since x f  fx f it follows that f
i 
 ff
i
  fx f  x f By
induction it follows that x f is an upper bound of the chain The following corollary follows
from congruence and the denition of approximation
Corollary  If there exists j such that ef
j
x then ex fx Moreover the canonical
forms of ef
j
x and ex fx must have the same outermost operator
 Least Upper Bound Theorem
In this section I summarize the proof of the least upper bound theorem To begin we need a
lemma stating a general property of evaluation Lemma  captures the intuition that closed
noncanonical terms that lie within a term being evaluated are not destructed	 they either are
moved around unchanged the lemmas rst case or are evaluated in place with the surrounding
term left unchanged the lemmas second case The variable x indicates positions where the
term of interest is found and in the second case the variable y indicates which of those positions
if any is about to be evaluated
Lemma 	 If e
 
tx  e

 and e
 
tx is closed and t is closed and noncanonical then
either
 there exists e


such that for any closed t

 e
 
t

x  e


t

x or
 there exist e

 
and t

such that e
 
 e

 
xy t  t

and for any closed t

 e

 
t

 tx y 
e

 
t

 t

x y
It is worthwhile to note that Proposition  and Lemmas  and  are the only properties
of evaluation used in the proof of the least upper bound theorem and that these properties are
true in computational systems with considerable generality Consequently the theorem may be
used in a variety of applications beyond the computational system of this thesis
Lemma  shows that x terms may be e
ectively simulated in any particular computation
by suciently large nite approximations The lemma is simplied by using computational
approximation instead of evaluation for the simulation which makes it unnecessary to track
which of the approximations are unfolded and which are not an issue that often complicates
compactness proofs
Lemma 
 Simulation For all f  e
 
and e

where f is closed and x is the only free
variable of e
 
 there exist j and e


such that if e
 
x fx 

e

then e

 e


x fx and
for all k  j e


f
k j
x  e
 
f
k
x

Theorem  Least Upper Bound For all f  t and e where f is closed if 
j ef
j
x 
t then ex fx  t
Proof Sketch
By induction on l that ex fx 
l
t The complete proof in Appendix C addresses
free variables Suppose ex fx evaluates to some canonical form e

x fx where
e

is chosen by Lemma  Let e

be of the form x
 
t
 
     x
n
t
n
 Using Lemma 
the assumption 
k ef
k
x  t and transitivity we may show that e

f
j
x  t for all j
Therefore t  x
 
t

 
     x
n
t

n
 and t
i
f
j
x  t

i
for all j Now by induction t
i
x fx 
l
t

i
 Thus ex fx 
l 
t
There are two easy corollaries to the least upper bound theorem One is that x f is the least
xed point of f  and the other is compactness
Corollary   Least Fixed Point For all closed f and t if ft  t then x f  t
Proof
Certainly f

   t Then f
 
 ff

  ft  t Similarly by induction f
j
 t for any
j Therefore x f  t by Theorem   
Corollary    Compactness If f is closed and ex fx then there exists some j such
that ef
j
x Moreover the canonical forms of ex fx and ef
j
x must have the same
outermost operator
Proof
Suppose there does not exist j such that ef
j
x Then ef
j
x   for all j By Theorem
 ex fx   Therefore ex fx does not converge but this contradicts the
assumption

so there must exist j such that ef
j
x Since ef
j
x  ex fx the
canonical forms of ef
j
x and ex fx must have the same outermost operator  
 Admissibility
I am now ready to begin specifying some wide classes of types for which the xpoint principle
is valid First we dene admissibility The simple property of validating the xpoint principle
is too specic to allow any good closure conditions to be shown easily so we generalize a bit
to dene admissibility A type is admissible if the upper bound tx f of an approximation
chain tf

 tf
 
 tf

    belongs to the type whenever a conite subset of the chain belongs
to the type This is formalized as Denition  but rst I dene some convenient notation
Notation   For any natural number j the notation t
j
f
means tf
j
w and the notation
t
 
f
means tx fw Also the f subscript is dropped when the intended term f is unam
biguously clear
Denition   A type T is admissible abbreviated AdmT  if

f t t

 j
k  j t
k
 t
k
 T  t
 
 t
 
 T

Although this proof is nonconstructive a slightly less elegant constructive proof may be derived directly
from Lemma 

As expected admissibility is sucient to guarantee applicability of the xpoint principle
Theorem   For any T and f  if T is admissible and f  f

 TT then x f  x f

 
T 
Proof
T type since T  T type Note that f
j
 f
j
 T for every j Suppose x f By
compactness f
j
 for some j Since f
j
 f
j
 T  it follows that f
j
 and thus x f

 by
Corollary  Similarly x f

 implies x f It remains to show that x f  x f

  T
when x f Suppose again that x f As before there exists j such that f
j
 by
compactness Hence f
j
 f
j
 T  Since T is admissible x f  x f

  T   
A number of closure conditions exist on admissible types and are given in Lemma 
Informally basic compound types other than dependent products are admissible so long as
their component types in positive positions are admissible Base typesnatural numbers
convergence types and for this lemma only equality typesare always admissible These are
essentially the admissible types of Smith  except that for a function type to be admissible
Smith required that its domain type be admissible
Lemma  
 AdmA"B if AdmA and AdmB
 AdmxAB if 
a  AAdmBax
 AdmA	B if AdmA and AdmB
 AdmVoid AdmAtom AdmZ and AdmE 
 Adma  a

in A
 Adma  a


 AdmA if AdmA
 Adma in& A
Proof
The proof follows the same lines as Smiths proof except that handling equality adds a
small amount of complication to the proof I show the function case by way of example
Let f  t and t

be arbitrary Suppose j is such that 
k  j t
k
 t
k
 xAB I need
to show that t
 
 t
 
 xAB Since xAB is inhabited it is a type Both t
j
and
t
j
converge to lambda abstractions so by Corollary  t
 
  xb and t
 
  xb

for
some terms b and b

 Suppose a  a

 A To get that bax  b

a

x  Bax it
suces to show that t
 
a  t
 
a

 Bax Since AdmBax it suces to show that

k  j t
k
a  t
k
a

 Bax which follows from the supposition  
Unfortunately Lemma  can show the admissibility of a product space only if it is
nondependent Dependent products do not have an admissibility condition similar to that
of dependent functions This reason for this is as follows Admissibility states that a single
xed type contains the limit of an approximation chain if it contains a conite subset of that
chain For functions disjoint union partial types and nondependent products it is possible

to decompose prospective members in such a way that admissibility may be applied to a single
type such as the type Bax used in the proof of Lemma  In contrast for a dependent
product the righthand terms desired type depends upon the lefthand term which is changing
at the same time as the righthand term Consequently there is no single type into which to
place the righthand term
However understanding the problem with dependent products suggests a solution to gen
eralize the denition of admissibility to allow the type to vary This leads to the notion of
predicateadmissibility that I discuss in the next section
  PredicateAdmissibility
Denition   A type T is predicateadmissible for x in S abbreviated AdmT j x  S if

f t t

 e e
 
 S  j
k  j e
k
 S  t
k
 t
k
 T e
k
x t
 
 t
 
 T e
 
x
The term predicateadmissibility stems from its similarity to the notion of admissibility
of predicates in domain theory and LCF If one ignores the inhabiting terms t and t

 which
may be seen as evidences of the truth of the predicate T   then predicateadmissibility is saying
T e
 
 if T e
k
 for all k greater than some j This is precisely the notion of admissibility of
predicates in domain theory Indeed the results here were inuenced by the work of Igarashi
 who established conditions on admissibility of domaintheoretic predicates
To show the admissibility of a dependent product type it is sucient to show predicate
admissibility of the righthand side along with admissibility of the left
Lemma  	 The type #xAB is admissible if AdmA and AdmB j x  A
Proof
Let f  t and t

be arbitrary Suppose j is such that 
k  j t
k
 t
k
 #xAB It is
necessary to show that t
 
 t
 
 #xAB Since #xAB is inhabited it is a type Both
t
j
and t
j
converge to pairs so by Corollary  t
 
 ha bi and t
 
 ha

 b

i for some
terms a b a

and b

 To get that a  a

 A it suces to show that 
 
t
 
  
 
t
 
  A
Since AdmA it suces to show that 
k  j 
 
t
k
  
 
t
k
  A which follows from
the supposition
To get that b  b

 Bax the interesting part it suces to show that 

t
 
  


t
 
  B
 
t
 
x Since AdmB j x  A it suces to show that 
 
t
 
  A which
has already been shown and 
k  j 
 
t
k
  A  

t
k
  

t
k
  B
 
t
k
x which
follows from the supposition  
The conditions for predicateadmissibility are more elaborate but also more general I
may immediately state conditions for basic types other than functions Informally basic com
pound types other than functions are predicateadmissible so long as their component types are
predicateadmissible and base types are always predicateadmissible
Lemma  

 AdmA"B j y  S if 
s  S A"Bsy type and AdmA j y  S and AdmB j y  S
 Adm#xAB j y  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and #ySA type and AdmA j y  S
and AdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #ySA
 AdmVoid j y  S AdmAtom j y  S AdmZ j y  S and AdmE j y  S

 Adma
 
 a

in A j y  S if 
s  S a
 
 a

in Asy type and AdmA j y  S
 Adma
 
 a

j y  S
 AdmA j y  S if 
s  SAsy type and AdmA j y  S
 Adma in& A j y  S if 
s  S a in& Asy type
Predicateadmissibility of a function type is more complicated because a function argu
ment with the type Ae
 
x does not necessarily belong to any of the nite approximations
Ae
j
x To settle this it is necessary to require a coadmissibility condition on the domain
type Then a function type will be predicateadmissible if the domain is weakly coadmissible
and the codomain is predicateadmissible
Denition   A type T is weakly coadmissible for x in S abbreviated WCoAdmT jx  S
if

f t t

 e e
 
 S  j
k  j e
k
 S  t  t

 T e
 
x
j
k  j t  t

 T e
k
x
A type T is coadmissible for x in S abbreviated CoAdmT j x  S if

f t t

 e e
 
 S  j
k  j e
k
 S  t
 
 t
 
 T e
 
x
j
k  j t
k
 t
k
 T e
k
x
Lemma  AdmxAB j y  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and WCoAdmA j y  S and

s  S a  AsyAdmBax j y  S
Clearly coadmissibility implies weak coadmissibility A general set of conditions listed in
Lemma  establish weak and full coadmissibility for various types Weak and full coadmissi
bility are closed under disjoint union and dependent sum formation and full coadmissibility is
additionally closed under equalitytype formation I use both notions of coadmissibility rather
than just adopting one or the other because full coadmissibility is needed for equality types but
under certain circumstances weak coadmissibility is easier to show Proposition  below
Lemma  
 A"B is weakly coadmissible for y in S if 
s  S A"Bsy type and A and B are
weakly coadmissible for y in S
 WCoAdm#xAB j y  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and WCoAdmA j y  S and

s  S a  AsyWCoAdmBax j y  S
 CoAdm#xAB jy  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and #ySA type and CoAdmA jy 
S and CoAdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #ySA
 Void Atom Z and E are strongly or weakly coadmissible for y in any S
 CoAdma
 
 a

in A j y  S if 
s  S a
 
 a

in Asy type and CoAdmA j y  S
 a
 
 a

is strongly or weakly coadmissible for y in any S
 A is weakly coadmissible for y in S if 
s  SAsy type and A is weakly coadmissible
for y is S

 a in& A is strongly or weakly coadmissible for y in S if 
s  S a in& Asy type
When T does not depend upon S predicateadmissibility and weak coadmissibility become
easier to show
Proposition  Suppose x does not appear free in T  Then
 AdmT  if AdmT j x  S and S is inhabited
 AdmT j x  S if AdmT 
 WCoAdmT j x  S
There remains one more result related to predicateadmissibility Suppose one wishes to
show AdmT j x  S where T depends upon x There are two ways that x may be used in
T  First T might contain an equality type where x appears in one or both of the equands In
that case predicateadmissibility can be shown with the tools discussed above Second T may
be an expression that computes a type from x In this case T can be simplied using direct
computation Section  but another tool will be needed if T performs any case analysis
as in the embedding of the  
K
disjoint union type in Section 
Lemma  Consider a type cased xA xB that depends upon y from S Suppose there
exist T
 
and T

such that
 
s  S dsy  T
 
" T

sy
 
s  S t  T
 
sy As ty x type
 
s  S t  T

sy Bs ty x type
 #yST
 
type and #yST

type
Then the following are the case
 Admcased xA xB j y  S if AdmA
 
z 

zy x j z  #yST
 
 and
AdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #yST


 WCoAdmcased xA xB j y  S if WCoAdmA
 
z 

zy x j z  #yST
 
 and
WCoAdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #yST


 CoAdmcased xA xB j y  S if CoAdmA
 
z 

zy x j z  #yST
 
 and
CoAdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #yST


 Monotonicity
In some cases a very simple device may be used to show admissibility We say that a type is
monotone if it respects computational approximation and it is easy to show that all monotone
types are admissible
Denition  A type T is monotone abbreviated Monot if t  t

 T whenever t  T
and t  t



Lemma  All monotone types are admissible
Proof
Let f  t and t

be arbitrary and suppose there exists j such that t
j
 t
j
 T  Since
t
j
 t
 
and t
j
 t
 
 it follows that t
j
 t
 
 T and t
j
 t
 
 T  The result
follows directly  
All type constructors are monotone except universes and partial types which are never
monotone The proof of this fact is easy 
Proposition 
 MonoA"B if MonoA and MonoB
 MonoxAB if MonoA and 
a  AMonoBax
 Mono#xAB if MonoA and 
a  AMonoBax
 MonoVoid MonoAtom MonoZ MonoE  Monoa
 
 a

 A Monoa
 
 a


and Monoa in& A
 Set and Quotient Types
Given the parallel between the dependent product and set types it is natural to expect that
set types would have a similar admissibility rule that fx  A j Bg if A is admissible and B is
predicateadmissible for x in A Surprisingly this turns out not to be the case Suppose that
t
k
 fx  A jBg for all k  j Then for every k  j there exists some term b
k
 Bt
k
x We
would like it to follow by predicateadmissibility that there exists b
 
 Bt
 
x but it does
not The problem is that each b
k
can be a completely di
erent term and predicateadmissibility
applies only when each b
k
is of the form bf
k
w for a single xed b
Intuitively the desired rule fails because the set type fx  AjBg suppresses the computational
content of B and therefore B can be inhabited nonuniformly by unrelated terms for related
members of A In contrast if the chain t
j
 t
j 
 t
j
    belongs to #xAB then the chain


t
j
 

t
j 
 

t
j
    uniformly inhabits B
For a concrete example consider
T
def
 fg  ZUnit j nZgn in& Zg
f
def
  h  x if x 
Z
 then  else hx 
t
def
  ywy
The type T is not admissible For all k t
k
f
k diverges so t
k
f
 T 	 but t
 
f
converges for all
arguments so t
 
f
 T  However nZgn in& Z is predicateadmissible for g in ZUnit 
The problem is that the inhabiting integers are not related by computational approximation	
that is they are not uniform
To show a set type admissible we need to be able to show that the selection predicate can
be inhabited uniformly
Lemma 	 The type fx  A jBg is admissible if
 AdmA and

 AdmB j x  A and
 there exists b such that bax  Bax whenever a  A and b

 b

 Bax
Another way to state the uniformity condition the third clause is that the computational
content of B should be recoverable from knowing it exists ie there exists a function with type
xA BB In fact the two versions are equivalent modulo a few functionality requirements
Proposition 

 If f  xA B  B then bax  Bax whenever a  A and b

 b

 Bax where
b  f x 
 If bax  ba

x  Bax whenever a  a

 A and b

 Bax and if Bax  Ba

x
whenever a  a

 A then  x y b  xA BB
We may give a similar predicateadmissibility condition
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Coadmissibility and monotonicity work on single terms not chains so the uniformity issue does
not arise resulting in conditions fairly similar to those for dependent products
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The conditions for quotient types are similar to those for set types
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 Summary
Figure  provides a summary of the basic admissibility results of this chapter It is worthwhile
to note that all these results are proved constructively with the exception of weak and full
coadmissibility of partial types The following theorem shows that the proofs of coadmissibility
of partial types are necessarily classical	 if a constructive proof existed then one could extract an
algorithm meeting the theorems specication which can be used to solve the halting problem
Theorem  There does not exist an algorithm that computes an integer j such that 
k 
j t  t

 T e
k
x when given S T  f  t t

 e and i such that
 
s  S T sx type
 CoAdmT j x  S
 e
 
 S
 
k  i e
k
 S
 t  t

 T e
 
x
Recall the inadmissible type T from Theorem  That type fails the predicateadmissibility
condition because of the negative appearance of a function type which could not be shown
weakly coadmissible and it fails the monotonicity condition because it contains the partial
type N 
 Conclusions
An interesting avenue for future investigation would be to nd some negative results character
izing inadmissible types Such negative results would be particularly interesting if they could
be given a syntactic character like the results of this chapter Along these lines it would be
interesting to nd whether the inability to show coadmissibility of function types represents a
weakness of this proof technique or an inherent limitation
The results presented above provide metatheoretical justication for the xpoint principle
over many types In order for these results to be useful in theorem proving they must be
introduced into the logic One way to do this and the way it is done here is to introduce types
to represent the assertions AdmT  AdmT j x  S etc that are inhabited exactly when the
underlying assertion is true in much that same way as the equality type is inhabited exactly
when the equands are equal and to add rules relating to these types that correspond to the
lemmas of Section  This brings the tools into the system in a semantically justiable way
but it is unpleasant in that it leads to a proliferation of new types and inference rules stemming
from discoveries outside the logic Of the Nuprl proof rules of Appendix B  rules not quite
half deal with admissibility It would be preferable to deal with admissibility within the logic
A theory with intensional reasoning principles such as the one proposed in Constable and Crary
 would allow reasoning about computation internally Then these results could be proved
within the theory and the only extra rule that would be required would be a single rule relating
admissibility to the the xpoint principle
However they are placed into the logic these results allow for recursive computation on a
wide variety of types This make partial types and xpoint induction a useful tool in type
theoretic theorem provers It also makes it possible to study many recursive programs that
used to be barred from the logic because they could not be typed
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Figure  Admissibility coadmissibility and monotonicity conditions
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Chapter 
Conclusion
In this dissertation I have explored how to draw formal connections between type theory and
practical programming languages These connections allow the full power of foundational type
theory to be brought to bear on research problems arising from real programs and programming
languages
The least consequence of these contributions is that program verication results in type
theoretic systems may be directly applied to real programs without trusting an intermediate
hand translation into type theory More signicantly type theory may be applied to pro
gramming languages as a whole	 this allows us to understand programming languages within a
rich mathematical framework but one that is inherently computational and that also does not
disturb the essential structure of programs
Three main technical achievements made this possible First I presented a semantics for
a practical programming calculus in the framework of the Nuprl type theory This semantics
was stated as a syntaxdirected embedding of the constructs and used novel typetheoretic
mechanisms to address the language mechanisms of recursion a rich dependent kind structure
and a higherorder modules system with translucent signatures
Second backing up the typetheoretic semantics was the rst constructive type theory
to include an intrinsic notion of equality and to support reasoning about partial and total
functions All three are necessary to allow interesting reasoning about real programs Partiality
is necessary because real programs often make use of recursion However a notion of totality is
also necessary to allow reasoning about pure values which are central to real programs as well
Third broad new techniques for showing admissibility of types for xpoint induction were
necessary for each of the previous contributions Although the techniques I present are still
conservative they make possible admissibility proofs for many types that could not be shown
admissible by previous techniques For example types arising in the embedding of disjoint
unions Section  and in xpoint induction Section  required the new techniques to
be shown admissible
The broadest aim of this work has been to bring theory and practice closer together Aside
from the specic contributions that make up this dissertation I have found that an important
way this work has helped achieve that is as a conceptual tool for thinking about programming
and programming languages Practical languages are made up of diverse sets of often compli
cated mechanisms In contrast languages for theoretical study usually are made up of small
sets of elegant mechanisms Type theory like other theoretical languages is made up of ele
gant mechanisms but I have shown in this dissertation that those mechanisms are suciently
powerful to account for most of the diverse mechanisms of practical languages and those that

remain show great promise of being addressed as well recall Section 
Consequently I have found it very protable to use type theory as a tool for considering
general programming issues The power and elegance of type theory allow a researcher to derive
elegant solutions to diverse problems but do not require one to ignore practical issues to get
them

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Appendix B
Nuprl Proof Rules
Conventions
 Variables bound in a sequent are taken to be
distinct For example Rule  has the implicit
side condition that x not be bound byH  and
Rule  has the implicit sidecondition that x
and y are distinct variables and neither is
bound by H or J 
 Rules apply only when the consequent and
subgoals are closed sequents For example
Rule  has the implicit sidecondition that x
not appear free in H  and also since by the
rst convention x cannot be bound by H
that x not appear free in J  C or t
 When the inhabitant is omitted in the bot
tom consequent of a rule the inhabitant is
taken to be 
 Rules that may be derived from other rules
are marked with a D
Structural Rules
H x   T  J 

x in T 
H  J 

C  t
H x   T  J 

C  t 
H  y   T x   S J 

C  t
H x   S y   T  J 

C  t 
H 

t in C
H 

C  t 
H 

C  t
H 

t in C 
H 

T  t
 
H x   T 

C  t
H 

C	t
 

x
  t	t
 

x
 D
Substitution
H 

C	t
 

x
  s
H 

t  t
 
in T H x   T 

C type
H 

C	t
x
  s 
Direct Computation
H 

C	t
 

x
  s 

t  t
 
H 

C	t
x
  s 
H x   T 	t
 

y
 J 

C  s 

t  t
 
H x   T 	t
y
 J 

C  s 


t  t 


t
 
 t


t  t
 



t
 
 t



t

 t



t
 
 t




t
 
 t
 
 


t

 t
 



t
 
	t


x
  t
 
 
	t
 


x
 


t  t
 
t 
s
t
 


The evaluation step relation is dened in Figure

x appears actively in t



t

	t
 

x
  let x  t
 
in t


The active positions of a term are dened in De
nition 
x
 
 t

and x

 t
 


let x
 
 t
 
in let x

 t

in t 
let x

 t

in let x
 
 t
 
in t


Equality
H 

t

 t
 
in T
H 

t
 
 t

in T 
H 

t
 
 t

in T H 

t

 t

in T
H 

t
 
 t

in T 
H 

t  t
 
in T
H 

T type 
Subtyping
H x   T 

x in T
 
H 

T type H 

T
 
type
H 

T  T
 

H 

t
 
 t

in T
 
H 

T
 
 T
H 

t
 
 t

in T 
H x   T
 
 J 

C  s H 

T  T
 
H x   T  J 

C  s 
H 

T  T
 
H 

T type 
H 

T  T
 
H 

T
 
type 
Universes
H 

U
i
in U
j
i  j

H 

T in U
i
H 

T in U
j
i  j

H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

T  T
 

Void
H 

Void in U
i

H 

t in Void
H 

C 
Atom
H 

Atom in U
i

H 

a in Atom
string literal a

H 

a
 
 a
 
 
in Atom H 

a

 a
 

in Atom
H 

a
 

A
a

  a
 
 

A
a
 

 in B

H 

a
 
 a

in Atom
H 

a
 

A
a

  true in B 
H 

a
 

A
a

  true in B
H 

a
 
 a

in Atom 
Integer
H 

Z in U
i

H 

n in Z
integer literal n

H 

C	
x
  b
H x   Z y     x z   C	x 
x
 

C  u
H x   Z y   x   z   C	x 
x
 

C  d
H x   Z 

C 
x	f	x
if x 
Z
 then b
else if  
Z
x then u	 fx 
y z

else d	 fx 
y z
x

H 

n
 
 n
 
 
in Z H 

n

 n
 

in Z
H 

n
 

Z
n

  n
 
 

Z
n
 

 in B 
H 

n
 
 n

in Z
H 

n
 

Z
n

  true in B 
H 

n
 

Z
n

  true in B
H 

n
 
 n

in Z 
H 

n
 
 n
 
 
in Z H 

n

 n
 

in Z
H 

n
 

Z
n

  n
 
 

Z
n
 

 in B 
H 

n
 
 n

H 

n
 

Z
n

  true in B 
H 

n
 

Z
n

  true in B
H 

n
 
 n



H 

n
 
 n
 
 
in Z H 

n

 n
 

in Z
H 

n
 
 n

 n
 
 
 n
 

in Z 
Not shown are the various rules governing the be
havior of the binary operations 
Disjoint Union
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H 

B  B
 
in U
i
H 

AB  A
 
B
 
in U
i

H 

A type H 

B type
H 

AB type 
H 

a  a
 
in A H 

AB type
H 

inj
 
a  inj
 
a
 
 in AB 
H 

b  b
 
in B H 

AB type
H 

inj

b  inj

b
 
 in AB 
H 

t  t
 
in AB
H x   A 

t
 
 t
 
 
in T
H x   B 

t

 t
 

in T
H 

caset xt
 
 xt

  caset
 
 xt
 
 
 xt
 

 in T

H  y   A J 	inj
 
y
x



C	inj
 
y
x
  s	inj
 
y
x

H  y   B J 	inj

y
x



C	inj

y
x
  s	inj

y
x

H x   AB J 

C  s 
Products
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B  B
 
in U
i
H 

x AB  x A
 
B
 
in U
i

H 

A type H x   A 

B type
H 

x AB type 
H 

a  a
 
in A
H 

b  b
 
in B	a
x
 H 

x AB type
H 

ha bi  ha
 
 b
 
i in x AB

H 

t  t
 
in x AB
H 


 
t  
 
t
 
 in A 
H 

t  t
 
in x AB
H 



t  

t
 
 in B	
 
t
x
 
H x   A y   B J 	hx yi
z



C	hx yi
z
  s	hx yi
z

H  z   x AB J 

C  s 
H 


 
p
 
  
 
p

 in A
H 



p
 
  

p

 in B	
 
p
 

x

H 

p
 
in x A
 
B
 
H 

p

in x A

B

H 

x AB type
H 

p
 
 p

in x AB 
Functions
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B  B
 
in U
i
H 

x AB  x A
 
B
 
in U
i

H 

A type H x   A 

B type
H 

x AB type 
H 

A type H x   A 

b  b
 
in B
H 

	xb  	xb
 
in x AB 
H 

f  f
 
in x AB H 

a  a
 
in A
H 

f a  f
 
a
 
in B	a
x
 
H x   A 

f
 
x  f

x in B
H 

A type
H 

f
 
in x A
 
B
 
H 

f

in x A

B

H 

f
 
 f

in x AB 
VeryDependent Functions
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H  y   A z   A 

P in U
i
H x   A 

  e
H  y   A z   Aw   P 

e	y
x
  e	z
x

H x   A
f   fg j y   fy   A j P 	x
z
gB	g y
f x
g


B  B
 
in U
i
H 

ff j x A Bg  ff j x A
 
B
 
g in U
i


H 

A type
H  y   A z   A 

P type
H x   A 

  e
H  y   A z   Aw   P 

e	y
x
  e	z
x

H x   A
f   fg j y   fy   A j P 	x
z
g B	g y
f x
g


B type
H 

ff j x ABg type

H 

ff j x A bg type
H x   A 

b  b
 
in B		xb
f 

H 

	xb  	xb
 
in ff j x A bg 
H 

g  g
 
in ff j x ABg H 

a  a
 
in A
H 

g a  g
 
a
 
in B	g a
f x


H x   A 

g
 
x  g

x in B	g
 

f 

H 

ff j x ABg type
H 

g
 
in ff j x A
 
 B
 
g
H 

g

in ff j x A

 B

g
H 

g
 
 g

in ff j x A Bg 
Partial Types
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

T total
H 

T  T
 
in U
i

H 

T total
H 

T type 
H 

t  t
 
in T H 

T type
H 

t  t
 
in T 
H x   t
 
in T
 
 

t
 
 t

in T
H 

t
 
in T
 
 t

in T

H 

T type
H 

t
 
 t

in T

H 

f  f
 
in T  T H 

T admiss
H 

xf  xf
 
 in T 
H 

T
 
 T

H 

T

total
H 

T
 
 T

D
Convergence
H 

t in T
 
H 

t in T
H 

t in T 
H 

t in T
H 

t in T
t canonical

H 

t in T
H 

t in T 
H 

t in T
 
H 

t  t
 
in T
H 

t  t
 
in T 
H x   T 

x in T
 
H 

T type
H 

T total 
H 

t in T H 

T total
H 

t in T 
H 

let x  t
 
in t

in B H 

t
 
in A
H 

t
 
in A 
Sequencing
H 

t
 
 t
 
 
in B
H x   B 

t

 t
 

in A H 

A type
H 

let x  t
 
in t

  let x  t
 
 
in t
 

 in A

H 

t
 
in B H x   B 

t

in A
H 

let x  t
 
in t

  t

	t
 

x
 in A 
Set
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B in U
i
H x   A 

B
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B  B
 
H 

fx   A jBg  fx   A
 
jB
 
g in U
i

H 

A type H x   A 

B type
H 

fx   A jBg type 
H 

a  a
 
in A
H 

B	a
x
 H 

fx   A jBg type
H 

a  a
 
in fx   A jBg 

H x   A 

B type H x   A y   B J 

C  s
H x   fx   A j Bg J 

C  s

Note that in Rule  y may not appear free in J 
C or s by convention
Quotient
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H x   T  y   T 

E in U
i
H x   T  y   T 

E
 
in U
i
H x   T  y   T 

E  E
 
H x   T 

E	x
y

H x   T  y   T  z   E 

E	y x
x y

H x   T  y   T  z   T 
w   Ew
 
  E	y z
x y
 

E	z
y

H 

xy T

E  xy T
 


E
 
in U
i

H 

T type
H x   T  y   T 

E type
H x   T 

E	x
y

H x   T  y   T  z   E 

E	y x
x y

H x   T  y   T  z   T 
w   Ew
 
  E	y z
x y
 

E	z
y

H 

xy T

E type 
H 

t  t
 
in T H 

xy T

E type
H 

t  t
 
in xy T

E 
H 

t in T H 

t
 
in T
H 

e in E	t t
 

x y
 H 

xy T

E type
H 

t  t
 
in xy T

E

H x   A y   A 

E type
H x   xy T

E J 

T type
H x   A y   A z   B J 

s  s
 
	y
x
 in T
H x   xy T

E J 

s  s
 
in T

Every Type
H 

E  U
i

H 

t in T H 

t
 
in T
 
H 

t  t
 
in E 
H 

t in T H 

t
 
in T
 
H 

t  t
 
in Top 
H 

T total
H 

T  E D
Equality Type
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

t
 
 t
 
 
in T H 

t

 t
 

in T
H 

t
 
 t

in T   t
 
 
 t
 

in T
 
 in U
i

H 

T type H 

t
 
in T H 

t

in T
H 

t
 
 t

in T  type 
H 

t  t
 
in T
H 

 in t  t
 
in T  
H x   t  t
 
in T  J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   t  t
 
in T  J 

C  s

Subtyping Type
H 

T
 
 T
 
 
in U
i
H 

T

 T
 

in U
i
H 

T
 
 T

  T
 
 
 T
 

 in U
i

H 

T
 
type H 

T

type
H 

T
 
 T

 type 
H 

T  T
 
H 

 in T  T
 
 
H x   T  T
 
 J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   T  T
 
 J 

C  s 
Inequality Type
H 

n
 
 n
 
 
in Z H 

n

 n
 

in Z
H 

n
 
 n

  n
 
 
 n
 

 in U
i

H 

n  n
 
H 

 in n  n
 
 
H x   n  n
 
 J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   n  n
 
 J 

C  s 

Convergence Type
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

t  t
 
in T
H 

t in T   t
 
in T
 
 in U
i

H 

t in T
H 

t in T  type 
H 

t in T
H 

 in t in T  
H x   t in T  J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   t in T  J 

C  s 
Totality Type
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

T total  T
 
total in U
i

H 

T type
H 

T total type 
H 

T total
H 

 in T total 
H x   T total J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   T total J 

C  s 
Admissibility Type
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

T admiss  T
 
admiss in U
i

H 

T type
H 

T admiss type 
H 

T admiss
H 

 in T admiss 
H x   T admiss J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   T admiss J 

C  s

Totality
H 

T total
H 

T type 
H 

U
i
total 
H 

Void total 
H 

Atom total 
H 

Z total 
H 

A B type
H 

AB total 
H 

x AB type
H 

x AB total 
H 

x AB type
H 

x AB total 
H 

A total H 

fx   A j Bg type
H 

fx   A j Bg total 
H 

A total H 

xy A

B type
H 

xy A

B total 
H 

E total 
H 

t  t
 
in T  type
H 

t  t
 
in T  total 
H 

T  T
 
 type
H 

T  T
 
 total 
H 

t in T  type
H 

t in T  total 
H 

T total type
H 

T total total 
H 

T admiss type
H 

T admiss total 

Admissibility
H 

T admiss
H 

T type 
H 

Void admiss 
H 

Atom admiss 
H 

Z admiss 
H 

A admiss H 

B admiss
H 

AB admiss 
H 

A admiss H 

B admiss x   A
H 

x AB admiss 
H x   A 

B admiss H 

x AB type
H 

x AB admiss

H 

T admiss H 

T type
H 

T admiss 
H 

A admiss
H 

B admiss x   A
H x   A y   B 

B
H 

fx   A jBg admiss 
H 

A admiss
H 

B	
 
z 

z
x y
 admiss z   AA
H x   A y   A z   B 

B
H 

xy A

B type
H 

xy A

B admiss

H 

E admiss 
H 

t  t
 
in T  type
H 

t  t
 
in T  admiss 
H 

T  T
 
 type
H 

T  T
 
 admiss 
H 

t  t
 
 type
H 

t  t
 
 admiss 
H 

t in T  type
H 

t in T  admiss 
H 

T total type
H 

T total admiss 
H 

T admiss type
H 

T admiss admiss 
More Admissibility Type
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B  B
 
in U
i
H 

B admiss x   A 
B
 
admiss x   A
 
 in U
i

H 

A type H x   A 

B type
H 

B admiss x   A type 
H 

B admiss x   A
H 

 in B admiss x   A 
H x   B admiss x   A J 	
x



C	
x
  s	
x

H x   B admiss x   A J 

C  s 
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B  B
 
in U
i
H 

B wcoadmiss x   A 
B
 
wcoadmiss x   A
 
 in U
i

H 

A type H x   A 

B type
H 

B wcoadmiss x   A type 
H 

B wcoadmiss x   A
H 

 in B wcoadmiss x   A 
H x   B wcoadmiss x   A J 	
x



C	
x
  s	
x

H x   B wcoadmiss x   A J 

C  s 

H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H x   A 

B  B
 
in U
i
H 

B coadmiss x   A 
B
 
coadmiss x   A
 
 in U
i

H 

A type H x   A 

B type
H 

B coadmiss x   A type 
H 

B coadmiss x   A
H 

 in B coadmiss x   A 
H x   B coadmiss x   A J 	
x



C	
x
  s	
x

H x   B coadmiss x   A J 

C  s 
H 

T  T
 
in U
i
H 

T mono  T
 
mono in U
i

H 

T type
H 

T mono type 
H 

T mono
H 

 in T mono 
H x   T mono J 	
x
 

C	
x
  s	
x

H x   T mono J 

C  s 
More Admissibility
H 

A admiss x   T  H 

T
H 

A admiss
x  A

H 

A admiss H 

T type
H 

A admiss x   T 
x  A

H 

A type H 

T type
H 

Awcoadmiss x   T 
x  A

H 

A coadmiss x   T 
H 

Awcoadmiss x   T  
H 

A mono
H 

A admiss 
H 

T type
H 

Void coadmiss x   T  
H 

Void mono 
H 

T type
H 

Atom coadmiss x   T  
H 

Atom mono 
H 

T type
H 

Zcoadmiss x   T  
H 

Z mono 
H 

A admiss x   T 
H 

B admiss x   T 
H 

AB admiss x   T  
H 

A wcoadmiss x   T 
H 

B wcoadmiss x   T 
H 

AB wcoadmiss x   T  
H 

A coadmiss x   T 
H 

B coadmiss x   T 
H 

AB coadmiss x   T  
H 

A mono H 

B mono
H 

AB mono 
H 

A admiss y   T 
H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x
 admiss z   y TA
H 

x AB admiss y   T 

H 

A wcoadmiss y   T 
H  y
 
  T x   A	y
 

y
 

B wcoadmiss y   T 
H  y   T 

x AB type
H 

x AB wcoadmiss y   T 


H 

A coadmiss y   T 
H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x
 coadmiss z   y TA
H 

x AB coadmiss y   T 

H 

A mono H x   A 

B mono
H 

x AB mono 
H 

A wcoadmiss y   T 
H  y
 
  T x   A	y
 

y
 

B admiss y   T 
H  y   T 

x AB type
H 

x AB admiss y   T  
H 

A mono H x   A 

B mono
H 

x AB mono 
H 

A admiss x   T  H x   T 

A type
H 

A admiss x   T 

H 

A admiss y   T
H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x
 admiss z   y TA
H  y   T x   A z   B 

B
H  y   T 

fx   A j Bg type
H 

fx   A j Bg admiss y   T 

H 

Awcoadmiss y   T 
H  y
 
  T x   A	y
 

y
 

B wcoadmiss y   T 
H  y   T 

fx A j Bg type
H 

fx   A j Bgwcoadmiss y   T 

H 

A coadmiss y   T 
H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x
 coadmiss z   y TA
H 

fx   A jBg coadmiss y   T 

H 

A mono H 

fx   A jBg type
H 

fx   A jBg mono 
H 

A admiss z   T
H 

B	
 
w 
 


w 



w
z x y

admissw   z TAA
H  z   T x   A y   Aw   B 

B
H  y   T 

xy A

B type
H 

xy A

B admiss z   T 

H 

A wcoadmiss z   T 
H  z
 
  T x   A	z
 

z
 y   A	z
 

z
 

B wcoadmiss z   T 
H  z   T 

xy A

B type
H 

xy A

B wcoadmiss z   T  
H 

A coadmiss z   T 
H 

B	
 
w 
 


w 



w
z x y

coadmissw   y TAA
H 

xy A

B coadmiss z   T 

H 

A mono H 

xy A

B type
H 

xy A

B mono 
H 

T type
H 

E coadmiss x   T  
H 

E mono 
H 

A admiss x   T 
H x   T 

a  a
 
in A type
H 

a  a
 
in A admiss x   T  
H 

A coadmiss x   T 
H x   T 

a  a
 
in A type
H 

a  a
 
in A coadmiss x   T  
H 

a  a
 
in A type
H 

a  a
 
in A mono 
H x   T 

a  a
 
 type H 

T type
H 

a  a
 
 admiss x   T  

H x   T 

a  a
 
 type H 

T type
H 

a  a
 
 coadmiss x   T  
H 

a  a
 
 type
H 

a  a
 
 in A mono 
H x   T 

a in A type H 

T type
H 

a in A admiss x   T  
H x   T 

a in A type H 

T type
H 

a in A coadmiss x   T  
H 

a in A type
H 

a in A mono 
H  y   T 

d in T
 
 T

H  y   T x   T
 


A type
H  y   T x   T



B type
H 

A	
 
z 

z
y x

admissz   y TT
 

H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x

admissz   y TT


H 

cased xA xB admiss y   T  
H  y   T 

d in T
 
 T

H  y   T x   T
 


A type
H  y   T x   T



B type
H 

A	
 
z 

z
y x

wcoadmissz   y TT
 

H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x

wcoadmissz   y TT


H 

cased xA xB wcoadmiss y   T  
H  y   T 

d in T
 
 T

H  y   T x   T
 


A type
H  y   T x   T



B type
H 

A	
 
z 

z
y x

coadmissz   y TT
 

H 

B	
 
z 

z
y x

coadmissz   y TT


H 

cased xA xB coadmiss y   T  
Classical Rules
H  P  P
i
 P  P   	x XM
H 

A wcoadmiss x   T  H x   T 

A type
H 

A wcoadmiss x   T 
PWC
H 

A coadmiss x   T  H x   T 

A type
H 

A coadmiss x   T 
PC
H 

A  A
 
in U
i
H  y   A z   A 

P in U
i
H 

f  N An N P 	fn   f n
y z

H x   A
f   fg j y   fy   A j P 	x
z
g B	g y
f x
g


B  B
 
in U
i
H 

ff j x A Bg  ff j x A
 
B
 
g in U
i
VF
H 

A type
H  y   A z   A 

P type
H 

f  N An N P 	fn   f n
y z

H x   A
f   fg j y   fy   A j P 	x
z
g B	g y
f x
g


B type
H 

ff j x A Bg type
VFT

Appendix C
Proofs
Lemma C  If T  U
i
and T  T

then T  T

 U
i

Proof
It is easy to verify that the statement holds for all T if it holds for canonical T  Therefore I
assume without loss of generality that T is canonical and prove the statement by induction
on the structure of T  I show the function and partial type cases the other cases are similar
Suppose T  U
i
and T  T

where T  xAB Then for some A

 B

 T

 xA

B

where A  A

and B  B

 By induction A  A

 U
i
 Suppose a  a

 A Then
Bax  Ba

x  U
i
and Ba

x  B

a

x so by induction Ba

x  B

a

x  U
i
 It
follows that Bax  B

a

x  U
i
so T  T

 U
i

Suppose T  U
i
and T  T

where T  A Then for some A

 T

 A

where A  A

 Since
A  U
i
 it follows by induction that A  A

 U
i
 Hence A  A

 U
i
so T  T

 U
i
  
Theorem  If T type and T  T

then T  T

 If t  T and t  t

then t  t

 T 
Proof
The rst part is shown by a similar argument to Lemma C For the second part it is easy
to verify that the statement holds for all T if it holds for canonical T  Therefore I assume
without loss of generality that T is canonical and prove the statement by induction on the
structure of T  The case where T  U
i
follows from Lemma C I show the function and
partial type cases the other cases are similar
Suppose t  xAB and t  t

 Then for some b t   xb Therefore for some b

 t

  xb

and b  b

 Suppose a  a

 A Then bax  ba

x  Bax and ba

x  b

a

x
so by induction ba

x  b

a

x  Bax It follows that bax  b

a

x  Bax so
t  t

 xAB
Suppose t  T and t  t

 Certainly t  t

 Suppose t then t  T  By induction
t  t

 T and hence t  t

 T   
Lemma C If x appears actively in t and tex then e
Proof
By induction on the structure of t

Lemma  If x appears actively in t then tex  let x  e in t
Proof
This proof makes use of Proposition  and Lemma  but those facts are shown without
using this lemma I rst show that let x  e in t  tex Let 
 be a substitution such
that 
let x  e in t and 
tex are closed and suppose without loss of generality that

 does not substitute for x Suppose further that 
let x  e in t Then 
e so let

e  v Note that 
e  v Therefore 
let x  e in t  let x  
e in 
t  let x  
v in 
t  
tvx  
t
ex  
tex Hence let x  e in t  etx
I now show that tex  let x  e in t Again suppose 
let x  e in t and 
tex are
closed and suppose without loss of generality that 
 does not substitute for x Suppose
further that 
tex Note that the active positions of t are also active in 
t By Lemma
C 
e Thus 
tex  
let x  e in t in a similar manner as before  
Lemma   If  is a type system then for each op  Types op is a type system
Proof
By tedious verication of all cases The only subtle argument is for unique valuation For
each operator other than VFun the existential prexs instances are uniquely given by   T
and T

 Parametric variables eg 

 
 are unique over the membership of  Therefore
 is uniquely given for operators other than VFun
For the VFun operator the term P is not uniquely given by   T and T

 The relations
 

  
 and 

 
also are not but they are unique when also given P  Further it is not
obvious that 

  
is uniquely given by   T and T

 but again it is clearly unique when also
given P  Suppose  and 

are di
erent equalities resulting from terms P and P

 Dene 
and 

  and 

 and so forth to be the various relations resulting from P and P

 We wish
to show that t  t

implies t 

t

 Suppose t  t

 Then t   xb and t

  xb

 It remains to
show that bax 

ta
b

a

x implies bax 


ta
b

a

x whenever a  a

 However 

ta
and 


ta
are identical relations when they are both dened so it suces to show that 


ta
is dened for all a  a This may be shown by induction using the order 

  
Lemma    If
  is type symmetric and type transitive and
  denes only universes that is if TT then T  U
i
for some i and
 CloseT
 
T

 

 
and CloseT

T




 and
 either T
 
 T

or T
 
 T



then either T
 
T

 

 
and T

T




 or for some op  Types opCloseT
 
T

 

 
and
opCloseT

T





Proof
By inspection

Lemma   If  is a type system and if  denes only universes then Close is a type
system
Proof
All but unique valuation and type transitivity are directly by Lemma  and induction
Unique valuation and type transitivity are by Lemma  to ensure both antecedents are
from the same case then by Lemma  and induction  
Lemma   For all i Univ
i
and Nuprl
i
are type systems
Proof
By complete induction on i
Theorem   There exist inadmissible types
Proof
This example is due to Smith  Let the type T and the function f be dened as follows
T
def
 #hN  N  xN  h x in& NVoid
f
def
  phg  y i
g
def
  x if x   then  else 
 
px 
It is easy to verify that T type We wish to show that f has type TT  Suppose t  t

 T 
We need gtp  gt

p  N  N and  y   xN gtpx in& N  Void  The former
is easily shown	 to show the latter I assume that gtpn converges for every natural
number n and draw a contradiction It follows that xN gtpx in& N is empty and
 y  is vacuously a function from any empty type to Void  Suppose gtpn converges for
every natural number n Then the term if n   then  else 
 
tn   also converges
for every natural number n It follows that t since 
 
t and hence t  T  Thus
xN  
 
tx in& NVoid is inhabited by 

t and consequently it cannot be the case
that 
 
tn for every natural number n But this is a contradiction since 
 
tn  
for every n   Therefore f  T  T 
However it is not the case that x f  T  Suppose x f  T  Then x f  T since
x f converges in two steps Thus 

x f  xN 
 
x fx in& NVoid  which
implies that 
 
x f is not total on N but it is easy to show by induction that 
 
x f
is in fact total on N Therefore x f  T and hence T is not admissible  
Lemma  If e  e

and t  t

then etx  e

t

x
Proof
The proof is a straightforward application of Howes method In order to keep this proof
brief I draw from the terminology and results of Howes paper  and will not repeat the
denitions or lemmas I write t 
k
t

when t  t

in k steps and t 
k
t

when t  t

in less
than k steps It is sucient to show that each of the noncanonical operators are extensional
Case   Suppose t  e
 
e

 t

 e

 
e


and a are closed Suppose further that t 
k
a
e
i


e

i
and the induction hypothesis holds for every closed u
 
 u

and u if u
 

k
u

and u
 


u then u



u Then e
 

k
 xb and be

x 
k
a By the induction
hypothesis  xb 

e

 
 By Howes Lemma  there exists b



b such that e

 
  xb

 By

Howes Lemma  be

x 

b

e


x By the induction hypothesis a 

b

e


x However
t



b

e


x so b

e


x  t

 Consequently a 

t

 as desired
Case  Suppose t  casee xe
 
 xe

 t

 casee

 xe

 
 xe


 and a are closed Suppose
further that t 
k
a e 

e

 e
i


e

i
and the induction hypothesis holds Then e 
k
inj
j
b
for some j   or  and e
j
bx 
k
a By the induction hypothesis inj
j
b 

e


By Howes Lemma  there exists b



b such that e

 inj
j
b

 By Howes Lemma 
e
j
bx 

e

j
b

x By the induction hypothesis a 

e

j
b

x However t



e

j
v

x so
e

j
v

x  t

 Consequently a 

t

 as desired
Case  Suppose t  
i
e t

 
i
e

 and a are closed Suppose further that t 
k
a
e 

e

and the induction hypothesis holds Then e 
k
hb
 
 b

i and b
i

k
a By the
induction hypothesis hb
 
 b

i 

e

 By Howes Lemma  there exist b

 


b
 
and b




b

such that e

 hb

 
 b


i By the induction hypothesis a 

b

i
 However t

 b

i
so a 

t


Case  Suppose t  e
 
 
A
e

 t

 e

 
 
A
e


 and a are closed Suppose further
that t 
k
a e
i


e

i
and the induction hypothesis holds Then for some atoms 
 
and 


e
i

k

i
 If 
 
 

then a  true and otherwise a  false  By the induction hypothesis

i


e

i
 By Howes Lemma  e

i
 
i
 Hence t

 a so a 

t

 The cases for  
Z
 
Z
and
 are similar
Case  Suppose t  let x  e
 
in e

 t

 let x  e

 
in e


and a are closed Suppose
further that t 
k
a e
 


e

 
 e

 e


and the induction hypothesis holds Then e
 

k
v
and e

vx 
k
a By the induction hypothesis v 

e

 
 By Howes Lemma  there exists
v



v such that e

 
 v

 Then by Howes Lemma  e

vx 

e


v

x By the induction
hypothesis a 

e


v

x However t



e


v

x so a 

t


Case  Suppose t  x e t

 x e

 and a are closed Suppose further that t 
k
a
e 

e

and the induction hypothesis holds Then e 
k
 xb and bx ex 
k
a By
the induction hypothesis  xb 

e

 By Howes Lemma  there exists b



b such that
e

  xb

 By Howes Lemma  bx ex 

b

x e

x since x e 

x e

 By the
induction hypothesis a 

b

x e

x However t

 b

x e

x so a 

t

  
Lemma 	 If e
 
tx  e

 and e
 
tx is closed and t is closed and noncanonical then either
 there exists e


such that for any closed t

 e
 
t

x  e


t

x or
 there exist e

 
and t

such that e
 
 e

 
xy t  t

and for any closed t

 e

 
t

 tx y 
e

 
t

 t

x y
Proof
Suppose e
 
 x Then t  e
 
tx  e

 Let e

 
 y and t

 e

 Then e

 
t

 tx y  t 
t

 e

 
t

 t

x y The remaining cases are by induction on the derivation of e
 
tx  e


I show the lambda rules	 the other cases are similar
Suppose the rule used is
 zba  baz
The term e
 
tx must have the form of a lambda abstraction applied to an argument Thus
e
 
must be of the form  zba since e
 
 x is already handled and e
 
 xa is impossible
because t is noncanonical Let e


 baz and suppose t

is closed Then
e
 
t

x   zbt

xat

x
 bt

xat

xz
 bazt

x since t

is closed
 e


t

x

Suppose the rule used is
f  f

f a  f

a
Then it must be the case that e
 
is of the form f
 
a since e
 
 x is already handled and
f
 
tx  f

for some f

 Hence the induction hypothesis holds for f
 
 Suppose the rst
case holds there exists f


such that for any closed t

 f
 
t

x  f


t

x Let e


 f


a and
suppose t

is closed Then
e
 
t

x  f
 
t

xat

x
 f


t

xat

x
 e


t

x
Suppose the second case holds there exist f

 
and t

such that f
 
 f

 
xy t  t

and for
any closed t

 f

 
t

 tx y  f

 
t

 t

x y Let e

 
 f

 
a and suppose t

is closed Then
e

 
t

 tx y  f

 
t

 tx yat

 tx y
 f

 
t

 tx yat

 t

x y since y is not free in a
 f

 
t

 t

x yat

 t

x y
 e

 
t

 t

x y
 
Lemma 
 For all f  e
 
and e

where f is closed and x is the only free variable of e
 

there exist j and e


such that if e
 
x fx 

e

then e

 e


x fx and for all k  j
e


f
k j
x  e
 
f
k
x
Proof
I show the lemma for evaluations of length exactly one The result then follows by induction
on the length of the evaluation sequence summing the numbers j
Use Lemma  Suppose the rst case holds there exists e


such that for any closed t
e
 
tx  e


tx Then e
 
x fx  e


x fx and for any k e
 
f
k
x  e


f
k
x
Thus e


f
k 
x  e
 
f
k
x Suppose the second case holds there exists e

 
such that e
 

e

 
xy and for any closed t e

 
tx fx y  e

 
t fx fx y Let e


 e

 
f xy
Then e
 
x fx  e


x fx Suppose k   then e


f
k  
x  e

 
f
k  
 f
k
x y 
e

 
f
k
 f
k
x y  e
 
f
k
x  
Theorem  For all f  t and e where f is closed if 
j ef
j
x  t then ex fx  t
Proof
By induction on l that for all f  t and e where f is closed 
j ef
j
x  t ex fx 
l
t The result follows by the denition of  The basis is trivial
Assume the induction hypothesis for l and 
j ef
j
x  t Let 
 be a substitution such
that 
ex fx and 
t are closed and suppose without loss of generality that 
 does
not substitute for x Then 
ex fx  
ex fx 
ef
j
x  
ef
j
x for
any j and the only free variable of 
e is x Suppose 
ex fx  e

 By Lemma
 e

 e

x fx and for some j and all k  j e

f
k j
x  
ef
k
x Then by
assumption and transitivity 
k  j e

f
k j
x  
t Therefore changing variables to
replace k  j with k e

f
k
x  
t for any k
Let e

 x
 
t
 
     x
n
t
n
 and suppose without loss of generality that x does not appear
in any x
i
 Then 
t  x
 
t

 
     x
n
t

n
 where for   i  n and any k t
i
f
k
x  t

i

By induction t
i
x fx 
l
t

i
 for any i Therefore 
ex fx 
l 

t and hence
ex fx 
l 
t  

Lemma  

 AdmA"B j y  S if 
s  S A"Bsy type and AdmA j y  S and AdmB j y  S
 Adm#xAB j y  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and #ySA type and AdmA j y  S
and AdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #ySA
 AdmVoid j y  S AdmAtom j y  S AdmZ j y  S and AdmE j y  S
 Adma
 
 a

in A j y  S if 
s  S a
 
 a

in Asy type and AdmA j y  S
 Adma
 
 a

j y  S
 AdmA j y  S if 
s  SAsy type and AdmA j y  S
 Adma in& A j y  S if 
s  S a in& Asy type
Proof
I show the product and equality cases	 the other cases are similar but easier
Case   For the product case let f  t t

and e be arbitrary Suppose e
 
 S and
j is such that 
k  j e
k
 S  t
k
 t
k
 #xABe
k
y It is necessary to show
that t
 
 t
 
 #xABe
 
y Since e
 
 S it follows that #xABe
 
y type
Both t
j
and t
j
converge to pairs so by Corollary  t
 
 ha bi and t
 
 ha

 b

i
for some terms a b a

and b

 To get that b  b

 Be
 
yax it suces to show
that 

t
 
  

t
 
  Be
 
y
 
t
 
x Rearranging it suces to show equality in
B
 
z 

zy xhe 
 
ti
 
z
Since AdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #ySA it suces to show that he 
 
ti
 
 #ySA
and 
k  j he 
 
ti
k
 #ySA  

t
k
  

t
k
  B
 
z 

zy xhe 
 
ti
k
z
The former will follow from a  Ae
 
y and the supposition The left half of the latter also
follows from the supposition Rearranging the right half it suces to show that 

t
k
  


t
k
  Be
k
y
 
t
k
x which follows from the supposition The proof that a  a


Ae
 
y is similar but easier Hence t
 
 t
 
 #xABe
 
y
Case  For the equality case again let f  t t

and e be arbitrary Suppose e
 
 S and j
is such that 
k  j e
k
 S t
k
 t
k
 a
 
 a

in Ae
k
y It is necessary to show that
t
 
 t
 
 a
 
 a

in Ae
 
y Since e
 
 S it follows that a
 
 a

in Ae
 
y type
Both t
j
and t
j
converge to  so by Corollary  t
 
and t
 
converge to  It remains
to show that a
 
e
 
y  a

e
 
y  Ae
 
y Since AdmA jy  S it suces to show that

k  j e
k
 S  a
 
e
k
y  a

e
k
y  Ae
k
y This follows since a
 
 a

in Ae
k
y
is inhabited for all k  j  
Lemma  AdmxAB j y  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and WCoAdmA j y  S and

s  S a  AsyAdmBax j y  S
Proof
Let f  t t

and e be arbitrary Suppose e
 
 S and j is such that 
k  j e
k
 S 
t
k
 t
k
 xABe
k
y I need to show that t
 
 t
 
 xABe
 
y Since
e
 
 S it follows that xABe
 
y type Both t
j
and t
j
converge to lambda
abstractions so by Corollary  t
 
  xb and t
 
  xb

for some terms b and b


Suppose a  a

 Ae
 
y To get that bax  b

a

x  Be
 
 ay x it suces to show
that t
 
a  t
 
a

 Be
 
 ay x

Since e
 
 S it follows that AdmBax j y  S Therefore it suces to show that for
some j

and all k  j

 t
k
a  t
k
a

 Be
k
 ay x Since WCoAdmA j y  S there exists
j

such that 
k  j

 a  a

 Ae
k
y Therefore j

 maxj j

 suces  
Lemma  
 A" B is weakly coadmissible for y in S if 
s  S A " Bsy type and A and B are
weakly coadmissible for y in S
 WCoAdm#xAB j y  S if 
s  S #xABsy type and WCoAdmA j y  S and

s  S a  AsyWCoAdmBax j y  S
 CoAdm#xABjy  S if 
s  S #xABsytype and #ySAtype and CoAdmAjy  S
and CoAdmB
 
z 

zy x j z  #ySA
 Void  Atom Z and E are strongly or weakly coadmissible for y in any S
 CoAdma
 
 a

in A j y  S if 
s  S a
 
 a

in Asy type and CoAdmA j y  S
 a
 
 a

is strongly or weakly coadmissible for y in any S
 A is weakly coadmissible for y in S if 
s  SAsy type and A is weakly coadmissible
for y is S
 a in& A is strongly or weakly coadmissible for y in S if 
s  S a in& Asy type
Proof
The proof is largely similar to the preceding proofs but inverted I show the proofs for full
coadmissibility of products and partial types
Case   For the product case let f  t t

and e be arbitrary Suppose e
 
 S j is such that

k  j e
k
 S and t
 
 t
 
 #xABe
 
y It is necessary to show that there exists
j

such that 
k  j

 t
k
 t
k
 #xABe
k
y For any k  j #xABe
k
y type
Both t
 
and t
 
converge to pairs so by compactness there exists some j

such that for all
k  j

 t
k
and t
k
converge to pairs Thus it suces to show that for some j

 maxj j


and all k  j

 
 
t
k
  
 
t
k
  Ae
k
y and 

t
k
  

t
k
  Be
k
 
 
t
k
y x I
show the latter	 the former is similar
Rearranging it suces to show equality in B
 
z 

zy xhe 
 
ti
k
z By coadmis
sibility it suces to show he 
 
ti
 
 #ySA and j


k  j

 he 
 
ti
k
 #ySA and


t
 
  

t
 
  B
 
z 

zy xhe 
 
ti
 
z The rst follows from the supposi
tion and the second will follow from 
 
t
k
  Ae
k
y and the supposition Rearranging
the third is suces to show that 

t
 
  

t
 
  Be
 
y
 
t
 
x which follows
from the supposition
Case  For the partial type case let f  t t

and e be arbitrary Suppose e
 
 S j is
such that 
k  j e
k
 S and t
 
 t
 
 Ae
 
y I need to show that there exists j

such that 
k  j

 t
k
 t
k
 Ae
k
y For any k  j Ae
k
y type Suppose t
 
does
not converge Note the nonconstructivity of this argument Then t
 
does not converge
and neither does t
k
or t
k
for any k since t
k
 t
 
and t
k
 t
k
for all k Thus for all
k  j t
k
 t
k
 Ae
k
y
Suppose t
 
converges Then t
 
 t
 
 Ae
 
y By coadmissibility there exists j

such
that 
k  j

 t
k
 t
k
 Ae
k
y Hence 
k  maxj j

 t
k
 t
k
 Ae
k
y  

Lemma  Predicateadmissibility and weak and full coadmissibility of case analysis
Proof
The proof follows the same lines as those of Lemmas  and 
Lemma 	 The type fx  A jBg is admissible if
 AdmA and
 AdmB j x  A and
 there exists b such that bax  Bax whenever a  A and b

 b

 Bax
Proof
Let f  t and t

be arbitrary Suppose j is such that 
k  j t
k
 t
k
 fx  A j Bg Since
fx  A j Bg is inhabited it is a type Since AdmA t
 
 t
 
 A By set membership
for all k  j there exists b

such that b

 Bt
k
x Thus bt
k
x  Bt
k
x for all k  j
Hence bt
 
x  Bt
 
x follows by predicateadmissibility  
Lemma  Predicateadmissibility of set types
Proof
The proof follows the same lines as Lemma 
Lemma  Weak and full coadmissibility and monotonicity of set types
Proof
The proof follows the same lines as Lemma  and Proposition 
Lemma   Admissibility predicateadmissibility weak and full coadmissibility and mono
tonicity of quotient types
Proof
The proof follows the same lines as the proofs for the set type
Theorem  There does not exist an algorithm that computes an integer j such that 
k 
j t  t

 T e
k
x when given S T  f  t t

 e and i such that
 
s  S T sx type
 CoAdmT j x  S
 e
 
 S
 
k  i e
k
 S
 t  t

 T e
 
x

Proof
Suppose such an algorithm exists Let g be an arbitrary term that computes a total function
on integers	 that is g  ZZ Given the algorithm we may e
ectively determine whether
g iterated on  ever computes  which is certainly undecidable Let f   h  n if n  
Z
 then  else hgx and let h  x f Note that f  Z Z Z Z and h  Z Z By
construction g iterated on  computes  if and only if h
We will use the algorithm to determine an upper bound on the number of recursive calls
needed to simulate h Let
S  Z
T  x in& Z
f  as above
t t

 let y  h in 
e  w
i  
Observe that e
 
 h and e
k
 f
k
 so the rst four preconditions of the algorithm
are satised Moreover CoAdmT j x  S can be shown constructively For the nal
precondition suppose t Then h so t  h in& Z
Therefore let j be the result computed by the algorithm I show that f
j
 exactly when
h Since f
j
 approximates h it follows that f
j
 implies h By the algorithm
specication t  f
j
 in& Z If h then t so t  f
j
 in& Z and consequently f
j

Let h

 
j times
z 	 

ff    f y    and observe that f
j
 exactly when h

   Consequently
h exactly when h

   However h

is total so we may decide whether h by
running h

  

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